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Preface
This thesis has its origins in the observation that trains, sometimes, are off schedule. Studies into the 
causes for this and how punctuality might be enhanced are presented here. In such a large system as 
the railway, a vast array of problems an queries from different disciplines are waiting to be posed 
and solved in order to improve punctuality. 

The supervisor for this work has been Professor Erik Höglund, together with co-supervisor Uday 
Kumar.
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Abstract 
Long and frequent train delays, striking many, periodically make headlines. The question is raised: 
what might be done about it? The on-going deregulation of the Swedish railway, with more actors 
entering the market, contributes to the question’s topicality. In this thesis, problems and symptoms 
concerning punctuality are described and analysed. 

Herein, punctuality is defined as the extent to which an event takes place when agreed, for example 
the agreement between passengers and the company selling the ticket, considering the event that the 
train arrives at a certain time. The terminology in use on punctuality-related entities is floating. 

Causes for unpunctuality are related to the infrastructure, locomotives, wagons and personnel. 
Herein, primarily failures related to infrastructure are discussed. Maintenance, i.e. correcting and 
preventing failures, together with the track, rolling stock, weather, driver, other personnel and the 
timetable determine how good the punctuality will be. 

To the ore and steel transports studied it is more important to limit the lengths of the transport 
times, rather than having high punctuality, i.e. adherence to timetable. Generally, for freight 
transports it is difficult to give an estimation of the cost for unpunctuality. 

To find the root cause of a delay is vital, as is identification of symptoms and triggering events, in 
order to be able to carry out suitable actions. Often the information needed to do so is lacking in the 
Ofelia database for infrastructure failures. Comparisons between regions or over time are 
complexified by the varying policies on how failure coding is to be performed. 

To improve punctuality by learning from others is made more difficult by e.g. different countries 
employing different ways of denoting punctuality. In the transport chain of post in Norway, terms 
related to punctuality varied even more among stakeholders. They considered being informed on 
estimated time of arrival as important, but getting this information was, despite this, not among the 
quantified goals. Few requirements were quantified, despite this often being simple to do. The 
consequences of failure are important to consider, not only e.g. the number of failures.  

Studying the variation in transport time on different line sections might help in identifying 
problems, because coding of delays shorter than five minutes is not carried out in the Swedish 
railway. Such causes of delay include low contact wire voltage, minor problems with locomotives 
and slippery rails due to leaves on the track. Disadvantageously, this variation is masked in the case 
of heavy trains or steep and curvy lines. 

In a studied maintenance organisation, the indicators of maintenance measured the result of the 
entire maintenance process. In order to manage each sub-process better, it is more advantageous to 
measure the performance of them individually. Considering the specific sub- process that decides 
which maintenance actions are to be carried out, it only uses expenses for the action itself when 
deciding, not resulting future costs and punctuality. The indicators focus on measuring past 
performance, not on facilitating planning for the future.  

A design of information systems facilitating information usage from different functions of the 
organisation would facilitate informed decisions. Information concerning technology, traffic and 
economy need to be integrated. 
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Sammanfattning
Många och långa tågförseningar som drabbar åtskilliga, skapar periodvis stora rubriker. Frågan 
väcks: vad kan göras åt detta? Den pågående avregleringen av den svenska järnvägsmarknaden, 
med fler aktörer på marknaden, bidrar till frågans aktualitet. I denna uppsats beskrivs och analyseras 
problem och symptom som rör punktlighet. 

Här definieras punktlighet som i vilken utsträckning händelser äger rum när överenskommet, till 
exempel överenskommelsen mellan passagerare och det företag som säljer biljetten beträffande 
händelsen att tåget ankommer vid en viss tidpunkt. Dagens terminologi beträffande 
punktlighetsrelaterade storheter är flytande.  

Orsaker till opunktlighet är relaterade till infrastrukturen, lok, vagnar och personal. Här behandlas 
främst infrastrukturrelaterade fel. Underhållet, dvs avhjälpande och förebyggande av fel, bestämmer 
tillsammans med banan, rullande materiel, väder, förare, övrig personal och tidtabellen hur god 
punktligheten blir. 

För de studerade transporterna av malm och stål är det viktigare att begränsa transporttidernas längd 
än att ha hög punktlighet, dvs överensstämmelse med tidtabellen. Det gäller allmänt för 
godstransporter att det är svårt att uppskatta kostnaden för opunktlighet.  

Att bestämma den bakomliggande orsaken till en försening är viktigt, liksom att identifiera 
utlösande orsaker och typiska symptom. Detta för att rätt åtgärder ska kunna utföras. Ofta saknas 
denna information i Ofelia, databasen över fel i infrastrukturen. Jämförelser över tiden eller mellan 
olika landsdelar försvåras av varierande riktlinjer för hur kodning ska utföras.  

Att förbättra punktligheten genom att jämföra sig med andra försvåras bland annat av att olika 
länder använder olika sätt att ange punktlighet. I den studerade transportkedjan för post i Norge 
varierade det ännu mer vilka punktlighetsrelaterade begrepp olika intressenter använde. Information 
om framförallt beräknad ankomsttid ansågs viktig, men tillhörde trots det inte de krav som var 
kvantifierade. Få krav mellan intressenterna var kvantifierade, trots att det ofta är enkelt att göra. 
Man bör beakta konsekvensen av fel, inte t ex antalet fel.  

Att studera variationen i transporttid på olika delsträckor kan hjälpa till att identifiera problem, 
eftersom kodning av förseningar kortare än fem minuter inte sker på den svenska järnvägen. 
Exempel på orsaker till sådana är låg kontaktledningsspänning, smärre lokproblem och hal räls pga 
lövfällning. Tyvärr maskeras denna variation när tågen är tunga och banan är brant och kurvig.  

I en studerad underhållsorganisation visade det sig att indikatorerna för underhåll mätte resultaten 
av hela underhållsprocessen, snarare än varje delprocess prestation, vilket de bör göra bla för att 
man ska kunna styra processerna effektivt. Beträffande delprocessen som väljer vilka 
underhållsåtgärder som ska utföras, är endast utbetalningar kvantifierade för åtgärden i sig, inte 
övriga framtida kostnader och punktlighet. Indikatorerna fokuserar på att mäta gången prestation, 
inte att användas som planeringsverktyg för framtiden.  

En utformning av informationssystemen som underlättar behandling av information från olika 
funktioner underlättar fattande av välunderbyggda beslut. Information rörande teknik, trafik och 
ekonomi behöver integreras.  
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1 Problem 
The punctuality of trains, or rather the unpunctuality, becomes a topic of public attention when 
passengers or cargo suffer many and lengthy delays, especially in the winter. The Swedish railway 
is still in a state of transition from one single governmental body responsible for the railway to 
many bodies, governmental, otherwise publicly funded or private. This calls for ways of improving 
punctuality, adapted to the new environment. 

1.1 Research Questions and Limitations 
The research question is: How can punctuality be improved by more effective maintenance? 

The goals of this study are 
To find the most important root causes of lack of punctuality  

To present actions to be taken to eliminate, or reduce the impact of, these root causes.  

To analyse existing data regarding punctuality and maintenance.  

The study is primarily limited to railway infrastructure maintenance. 

1.2 Punctuality and Maintenance Defined 
Punctual is taken to mean the property of someone or something being “on time”. The word stems 
from Latin’s punctum, derived from púngere: to hit the point. Definitions of punctuality and 
timeliness are given here. 

Punctuality is the extent to which an event takes place when agreed.  
Note 1: Only events (i.e. occurrences at an instant), not continuous episodes (happening over 
periods in time), might have the punctuality property.
Note 2: This definition leaves punctuality undefined when the agreement is unclear. 

Timeliness is the extent to which a journey or transport occurs when convenient. 
Note 1: Timeliness varies between stakeholders, as e.g. freight customer and TOC might have 
different opinions. Lack of timeliness incurs schedule costs.  
Note 2: Timeliness includes the facet of travel time length, affected by e.g. slack.  
The individual journey is considered to have good punctuality if it adheres to timetabled (agreed) 
departure and arrival times, even if has bad timeliness, due to e.g. long waiting times because of 
poorly timetabled connections. This aspect of timeliness of the timetable could be calculated if one 
knows the passenger volume between any two relations. It is understood that timeliness is a more 
general concept than punctuality. 

Maintenance and related terms are defined in the EN 13306:2001 standard. 

Maintenance is the combination of all technical, administrative and managerial actions during the 
life cycle of an item intended to retain it in, or restore it to, a state in which it can perform the 
required function. 

Observe that, according to this definition, maintenance is to assure the function of an item. 
Improving or changing the function of an item is not maintenance.

Terms incorporating punctuality and maintenance respectively, e.g. punctual and delay, failure and 
availability respectively, are defined in Appendix 1.  
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1.3 Method 
Methods used in this study are: literature study, interviews and analyses of databases. A document 
study is performed at a railway infrastructure manager. Only function documents are studied, 
although informants are used to clarify them.  

1.4 Railway Functions and Organisational Bodies 
The functions needed to run the trains are shown in Figure 1, alongside with the names of the 
currently responsible bodies in Sweden. The newest governmental body is the Swedish Rail 
Agency, established in 2004, which manages safety and competition issues. 

Figure 1. The functions needed to run a train and the name of the responsible body in Sweden. Photo: Jan 
Nilsson. 

The trains are run by the train operating companies (TOCs). A train traffic control centre (TTC), run 
by Banverket, performs train dispatching in a certain area, i.e. carries out the train plan (timetable), 
operationally coordinating trains and track works, e.g. maintenance. Electric power supply and 
passenger information are important in operations. As with train traffic and track maintenance 
planning, this is also carried out by Banverket, while maintenance is tendered out to public and 
private bodies.

TTC performs delay attribution, i.e. recording causes for delays. (Delays are entered into the 
database TFÖR, infrastructure failures into Ofelia, both managed by Banverket). Such causes 
include infrastructure failures, e.g. contact wire torn down, electrical power lost due to other factors. 
Other factors include engine problems, the freight being improperly secured and loads on wagons 
thus smashing other trains, passengers embarking slowly or outside factors such as severe weather 
conditions and sabotage.  

A large number of bodies, as illustrated by Figure 1, makes questions on responsibility allocation 
important.

Rolling stock maintainers: 
e.g. EuroMaint 

Train operating company: 
e.g. Green Cargo, Connex 

Train dispatching: 
Banverket 

Electric Power supply: 
Banverket 

Railway infrastructure manager: 
Banverket 

Infrastructure maintainers: 
e.g. Svensk Banproduktion 

Goods handling at terminals: 
e.g. Green Cargo 

Railway station: 
Jernhusen 

Passenger information:  
Banverket 
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2 Related Research Topics and Contributions  
Many scholars and practitioners have investigated related topics. Here, contemporary areas of 
railway research are described and research relevant to this work is discussed. Then, how delays 
spread in the railway network is illustrated and a model for punctuality is given.  

Recent EU-funded research has focused on interoperability issues, i.e. removing administrative and 
technical obstacles for seamless railway transport in Europe. In the US, freight dominates over 
passenger traffic, so e.g. how to schedule in order to maximise rail capacity when having both 
passenger and freight traffic is an issue in governmental-funded research. In Japan, passenger trains 
dominate and urban transport and earthquake safety are important to researchers. (Authorities 
homepages are http://europa.eu.int/comm/transport, http://www.fra.dot.gov, http://www.rtri.or.jp.)
Interoperability issues, train scheduling and the special conditions of passenger mass transport all 
affect punctuality. 

BEST (2002) compared train punctuality in fourteen countries. It attributed its difficulties in doing 
so to different thresholds in different countries (how much off schedule the train is allowed to be 
while still being considered punctual), to whether departure or arrival time is considered and to 
whether all stops or only the end station are considered. Assessment of social economy impact, i.e. 
the cost of unpunctuality, is hard to perform due to the variety of passengers and goods (Ackermann 
(1998), SIKA (2002)). Scheduling of trains and track maintenance is important so as not to interfere 
with each other, problems which are studied in the operations research tradition by e.g. Higgins, 
Kozan & Ferreira (1995) and Hesselfeld, Klahn & Pulwer (1996). Kufver (2002) gives an overview 
of the choice of maintenance methods with regard to how long time they need to occupy track. 

2.1 How Delays Spread 
The track might be single-track, with the line merely consisting of one track. To permit trains to 
meet (or overtake), stations are built, as seen in Figure 2. 

Figure 2. A train line from above, showing two stations. Two east bound trains meet a train standing at a siding. 
In the picture, widths of trains are exaggerated. 

In Figure 2, two east bound trains meet a west bound train standing at a siding. A delay to either the 
west bound or the leading of the east bound trains might inflict a further delay to the second east 
bound train. It is beneficial to define two kinds of delays.  

A primary delay to a train is a delay that directly strikes the train. A secondary delay is a delay 
caused by a primary delayed train, the terms knock-on delay and cascading delay are used 
synonymously.  

So, a primary delay to the middle train of Figure 2 might impose secondary delays on both the other 
trains. Primary delays occurring simultaneously to the east bound trains (e.g. engine and brake 
problems, respectively) might cause a secondary delay to the west bound train. However, it is not 
clear whether to blame the secondary delay on the faulty engine or the faulty brake. So, it is not true 
in principle that removing a cause of primary delay nullifies the secondary delay.  

By prioritising between trains, train planners and train dispatchers try to minimise total 
consequences.  

http://europa.eu.int/comm/transport
http://www.fra.dot.gov
http://www.rtri.or.jp
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2.2 Different Kinds of Failures  
Different kinds of failure events which affect quality of railway traffic, including punctuality, are 
exemplified in Figure 3. The grouping according to severity of consequence is very rough, the main 
point being the differences in cause calls for differences in avoiding them. The predictability and 
relatively small separate consequences of the causes to the left of Figure 3 allows learning from 
earlier experiences regarding probability, consequence and remedy of the same or similar assets, 
while the unpredictability and severity of the right-most calls for imagination and training for 
scenarios as in Wiklund (2002).  

Figure 3. Causes of low quality in train traffic roughly ranked according to severity of consequence.  

• Sabotage 
• Suicide 
attempts 
• Collision 
with road 
vehicle 

• Acts of 
terrorism 
• Severe 
accidents, e.g. 
gas wagon 
leakage 

• Failure of 
vehicle 
• Failure of 
infrastructure 
asset, e.g. 
contact wire  
• Human 
failure, e.g. 
red light 
passing 

• Hard storms 
• Extensive 
flooding 
• Common 
cause failures 

Severity of 
consequence 

Deviation Vulnerability Variation

• Minor 
vehicle 
deficiencies 
• Minor 
infrastructure 
deficiencies, 
e.g. worn rail 
• Human 
performance 
variations, e.g. 
as to speed 
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2.3 A Model for Punctuality 
Figure 4 shows a model of factors influencing punctuality (based on Al-Haimi, 1991, who 
investigated air travel). Key points and issues of the model are now explained. 

In the upper left-most box of Figure 4, availability and its sub-components are found. Failures lower 
reliability and hence availability. Unpunctuality cost due to certain failures in the London 
underground was calculated by Harris & Ramsey (1994). Also bad condition of track, e.g. due to 
worn rail or breaking up of the frost in the ground, might cause unpunctuality by forcing train speed 
to be reduced. Reliability and maintainability are characteristics of the items to be maintained, while 
maintenance supportability is a characteristic of the maintenance organisation. Furthermore, in the 
box there are also system resources. Large system resources (e.g. standby locomotive or double-
track instead of single-track) hinder delays from propagating and make recovery easier after delays. 
Track works, adding new equipment as well as preventive and corrective maintenance, might hinder 

Customer 

Limitations Timeliness 

Timetable Timetable slack   

Availability 
-Reliability 
-Maintainability 
-Maintenance supportability 
System resources 

Model 
disturbances  

Disturbances  

Model  
recovery  

Punctuality  

Model 
assessment  

Unpunctuality cost 

Model  
individual losses 

Figure 4. A model for punctuality. The factors on the top result in unpunctuality cost on the bottom. Greyed 
boxes represent models, white boxes data. (Based on Al-Haimi, 1991. Availability is added and assessment is 
slightly changed.) 
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train traffic as in Figure 5. It is understood that a trade-off is to be made between availability, 
system resources and slack, as well as between the three components of availability.  

Figure 5. A train approaches a track work. If the train is late to a track work or the track work is exceeding the 
time allotted to it, a train delay might result. 

Slack is allowances to theoretical running times of the train en route or margins to dwell times at 
planned stops. Slack and timetable are separated in the model, although the slack is built-in in the 
timetable, in order to emphasise that the slack is needed to calculate disturbances. Slack might also 
be seen as an overall parameter, giving input for making the timetable. Slack makes the timetable 
less sensitive to small disturbances. By disturbance it is meant any circumstance causing deviation 
from plan concerning the vehicle’s position, as well as other unplanned events (e.g. freight from the 
vehicle is dropped on track). Rudolph (2003) employed network simulation to choose how to 
distribute the slack. The timetable is constructed using limitations of the railway (e.g. traffic 
capacity) and timeliness requirements. 

Recovery means using the slack time to speed over cruise speed, rearranging train routes and even 
rerouting. Quantifying recovery is hard, as it is calculated as the difference between de facto 
punctuality and what would have happened with no intervention from e.g. dispatcher’s rerouting. 

Assessment of punctuality is to compute the cost of the consequences of unpunctuality. Minimising 
unpunctuality cost is not an end to itself, as actions to lever punctuality e.g. by adjustments of the 
timetable in accordance with previous performance by making scheduled running times longer, or 
timetable trains differently, affect timeliness. Difficulties of assessment include estimating the 
effect of passengers or freight customers preferring to catch an earlier train due to the risk of arrival 
unpunctuality. TOCs, knowing the probability distribution of train travel time, the cost to 
passengers of travel time and cost of delay time, are able to minimize the sum of costs, following 
classical utility theory of Von Neumann & Morgenstern (1953). However, people are not perfectly 
informed and rational, contributing to the difficulties of such an optimisation.

The railway is a slowly renewing, large system (the railway’s capital stock in Sweden approximates 
1 gross domestic product). It employs dominantly well-known technologies and is centrally 
controlled (compared to road traffic). This allows for handling trade-offs, e.g. punctuality vs 
timeliness, with optimisation methods such as LCC. On the other hand, external business factors 
and innovations relevant to operation and maintenance might evolve rapidly even for such systems, 
allowing for improvement and hence making earlier optimisations obsolete.  

3 This Contribution 
Different stakeholders’ views and measures on punctuality have to be exposed in order to allow for 
understanding the object to be improved. The relevance of existing maintenance goals to 
punctuality have to be investigated as well as ways to improve the maintenance process. 

It is understood from the aforementioned that important issues include the following. 
Describing punctuality appropriately in order to get a common understanding between 
customers, TOCs and other stakeholders of the railway.  
Knowing causes of failure and their consequences, in order to find possible ways of 
removing or reducing effects of such causes.  
Finding the relation between unpunctuality and causes. 

Track 
work Train 
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3.1 Punctuality Nomenclature 
In Paper II, railway stakeholders were interviewed in a focus group setting. The group emphasised 
punctuality as being comparative to an agreement (or expectation), not necessarily relative to a 
timetable. A multitude of partly synonymous expressions related to punctuality were used by the 
participants. The different dimensions they embody are illustrated throughout this thesis.  

3.2 Requiring Punctuality 
Requiring punctuality is exemplified by the study in Paper II of the chain of requirements imposed 
by posting a letter or sending a parcel by the Norwegian post. The Post manages the service 
performed, using its in-house staff or contractors. A representative transport sequence is shown in 
Figure 6, beginning with a car fetching a parcel. The part of the transport carried out by train, 
encircled in Figure 6, is performed by TOC CargoNet and dictates the need for the immediately 
ajoining steps. It is also reliant on train dispatching and railway track maintenance, which are to be 
managed by JBV Traffic and JBV Infrastructure respectively.  

Transport
by car Out-bound

storage

Fetch
at

custom
er’s

place

Apply
bar

code

Scan bar
code

Note car’s
arrival or

Scan car’s
bar code

Sorting Transport
by car

Transport
by train

Scan
packages’
bar codes
and sort

according
to postal

code

Transport
by car Sorting

Scan
packages’
bar codes
and sort

according
to route

Transport
by car

Scan and
deliver

package
to

addresse

Note car’s
departure
or Scan
car’s bar

code

Note car’s
arrival or

Scan car’s
bar code

Scan bar
code

Note car’s
arrival or

Scan car’s
bar code

Tr
an

sp
or

t
by
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om

ot
he

r
tra
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po

rt
m

od
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th
an
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ai

n,
e.
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ae
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an
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Tell
predicted

time of
train

arrival

Note car’s
departure
or Scan
car’s bar

code

Truck
lifts
from
car to
train

Truck
lifts
from

train to
car

Figure 6. The route of a parcel, from fetching at sender’s to delivery. 

3.2.1 The Post 
The Post’s customers, as well as the authorities, have requirements on the Post regarding e.g. 
delivery time. Today, about half of the requirements on the Post lack any method of measurement. 
Of these, several concern timeliness, not punctuality. Whether or not transports are delayed is 
followed up. The Post uses the term ‘remaining post’ to quantify post remaining, exceeding plan, at 
post sorting facilities or in transport. 

The performance regime of the Post has only one penalty step for train punctuality, 30 minutes, 
compared to three for road transport (Transport manager & Senior consultant in Nyström 2004). 
Hence, the marginal cost to the Post might not be covered for considerably longer delays, as the 
regime does not offer incentives to reduce the causes of long delays. 

3.2.2 TOC CargoNet 
Some requirements placed on TOC CargoNet are quantified, especially concerning punctuality 
where CargoNet is typically allowed about half an hour to unload after scheduled arrival time. A 
requirement placed on CargoNet lacking any measurement is informing the Post of which wagons 
contain Priority Class letters, so that these might be unloaded first (Quality manager in Nyström 
2004).
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A clear definition of force majeur, i.e. when requirements are dropped, was not found. It is seen 
from a JBV data base that such causes amount to about 5-10% of total train delay. 

3.2.3 JBV Traffic 
Figure 7 shows a train path (dashed line is the scheduled path). Underway the train receives a 10 
min delay, but arrives at end station only 2 min after its scheduled time, and is therefore within the 
tolerance (5 minutes), and is considered punctual, thanks to timetable slack. This phenomenon 
might conceal underway problems.  

Figure 7. A train suffering a 10 min delay underway, but ending up punctual at end station.  

3.2.4 JBV Infrastructure 
For track maintenance, about ten goals are formulated in the areas of track quality (affects comfort 
and risk of derailment), numbers of failures per km track, delays, and expenses (Jernbaneverket 
2004). But delay caused by infrastructure equipment depends on non-availability due to each 
failure, traffic volume, and mix, not only the number of failures. A low number of failures might 
indicate low traffic volume, but not necessarily high track availability. However, comparing one’s 
number of failures with similar lines provides a motivating as well as realistic target to strive 
towards for railway infrastructure companies. 

Infrastructure failures are classified as either track, contact wire, or signalling. Contact wire has 
many more long delay times than the other two types. The number of contact wire failures indicates 
the delay quite inaccurately, and is misleading when comparing railway lines.  

3.2.5 Requirements Summarised 
All bodies involved in the transportation except the Post generally subscribe to the view “punctual 
or not” thus not considering the length of delay to the end station, though the costs incurred vary 
with delay length. The definitions of punctual differ slightly between stakeholders, e.g. CargoNet 
has a smaller tolerance than JBV Traffic, but its time includes the time to shunt the wagons to 
unloading.  

Requirements run from customer to supplier, as well as in the reverse direction, e.g. infrastructure 
maintainers want to know in advance when TOCs cancel trains or run early, as this leaves 
maintainers with the advantage of having longer, continuous track access. Such information 
requirements most often lack quantification. 

Few requirements were tied to penalties. Notable is that unannounced train-delaying track works, 
e.g. maintenance, are penalized, but not track failures. An incentive scheme for failure-induced 
delays would make the economic incitement chain more complete.  

Few requirements were quantified, even when they lend themselves to quantification. Quantifying 
requirements are especially important when dealing with requirements that are contradictory. An 

Place

Time 

10 min

2 min
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example is planned delays due to planned maintenance activities (has quantified goal), possibly 
opposing the wish to have high track utilisation (lacks quantified goal). 

Most requirements are only measured using lag indicators, i.e. they tell the past, making analysis of 
prospective actions more difficult. A requirement for the size of the maintenance backlog 
(plannable but not yet complete work) would be proactive, as it indicates to keep the track in good 
condition (i.e. high probability of functioning) and how long time maintenance will need to occupy 
the track, thus facilitating the planning of traffic and maintenance, and improved punctuality. 

3.3 Data on Punctuality and Failure  

3.3.1 Transportation Time Distribution 
In Paper I, information on punctuality of the iron ore train in northern Scandinavia was investigated. 
In Figure 8 it is seen that the 90%-percentile of train transport time from the mines of Kiruna to the 
ore buffer stocks in the harbour of Narvik by the North Sea is about 6.5 h. To the iron ore company, 
being able to maintain the train circulation is more critical than being a few minutes off schedule. 
Knowledge of transportation time distribution might facilitate future timetabling. 

Figure 8. Distributive respectively cumulative plot of iron ore train journey time from Kiruna to Narvik (03-03-
01 – 23). The vertical line shows approximate scheduled time. 

3.3.2 Causes of Delay  
From Paper I, Table 1 shows extra delays (Swedish total). Each delay is attributed to a cause, 
grouped according to responsible body. It is seen that secondary delays that have not been attributed 
to primary delays, as well as delays for which no cause has been reported, make up a substantial 
amount of delays. So, the relative magnitudes of the causes in Table 1 may be overturned by such 
delays. Also note that Banverket considers planned works as delays in the statistics, although they 
are agreed upon with TOCs.  

Table 1. Train extra delay minutes attribution (2002). 
Train operating company 31%
Infrastructure  20%
Vehicle 10%
Train traffic control 4%
Planned works  4%
Others  7%
Secondary delay not attributed to primary delay 16%
Cause not reported  8%
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Further investigating infrastructure-related failures reveals that overhead wire-failures are relatively 
few in numbers, yet inflict a significant amount of delay-hours, as each failure results in long 
delays, averaging 2.0 h. The ordering of such causes of delay imposed by the number of delay-
hours attributed to causes is quite different from the one based on the number of occurred failures, 
where turnout is the most frequent. Turnouts, though most frequent in number of occurrences, do 
not feature among the top-ten reasons for delays with longest average delay time, since each failure 
on average results in 0.2 h delay. 

Apart from traffic varying with location and instant, time needed for repairs might be an 
explanation for the differences in length of delay time between different causes. However, MTTR 
(mean time to repair) and average delay show low correlation. This is to a large extent caused by 
the high skewness of the distribution of time to repair (i.e. from the start of repair until it is 
remedied). It is likely that employing a finer grouping of causes would contribute more to 
explaining length of delay. The circumstance that faults are not recorded as being train-stopping or 
not, further contributes to difficulties in explaining length of delay.  

The account of Paper I should be complemented on the ‘extra delay’ employed measure. For delay 
attribution to be made, the extra delay must amount to 5 minutes since previous measurement (m 
ost often preceding station). From this, it is understood that the collected number of extra delay 
minutes is dependent on how the stations are distributed, which means that data of railway lines of 
equal length might not be comparable. This makes it more difficult e.g. to find superior performing 
rail lines to learn from. As causes are not ascribed brief extra delays, they are not acted on. 
Investigating the traverse time variation of specific routes and trains is therefore advisable.  

Despite its drawbacks, the number of extra delay minutes is a better measure of unpunctuality 
caused by failures, than the number of failures. However, investigation suggests that allocation of 
preventive maintenance grants is more correlated with number of failures previous years than with 
extra delay minutes. This might be because of an earlier tradition of counting failures, not their 
consequences (Banverket’s southern track region). 

Delay attribution requires measuring the duration of each delay, linking secondary delays to 
primary delays and coding causes for primary delays. Now, a simple occurred failure is analysed 
and a specific delay code scrutinized.  

3.3.3 A Failure Analysis: Occupied Track Symptom 
From Paper I, it is here discussed to what extent it is possible to obtain a true picture of failure 
events.  

Figure 9 illustrates a failure analysis of an occupied track event, i.e. that a certain track section 
appeared to be occupied on the dispatcher’s screen when no trains were supposed to be there. When 
personnel called in on the incident investigated, strange alarms in the signal cabin in a pattern 
familiar to the repair personnel were seen. Matched with their earlier experiences, this indicated a 
lost contact. After adjustments, the alarms disappeared and the failure was remedied. The lost 
contact was probably due to bad workmanship when the card was mounted (this was done recently) 
and triggered by vibrations. 
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Figure 9. Failure analysis of ”Occupied track” events. Hatched boxes’ information was found in Ofelia. 

The hatched boxes of Figure 9 show what was possible to find out from Ofelia; neither the root 
cause, nor the triggering event, was found in the database. An inclusion of these might help when 
finding out possible weak spots in the system, deserving further investigation. Ofelia data is very 
detailed regarding components, but not on describing the events leading to failure. Only one of the 
symptoms was recorded in the system. By also describing other symptoms, in this instance the 
strange alarms symptom, faultfinding and learning could be facilitated, e.g. when new equipment is 
introduced. To increase in-field learning, information on previous failures and actions taken on the 
object should be easy to access when heading for a maintenance work. This information may help 
to avoid lap and patch as (non-working) actions taken before are seen.  

Some failure records indicate causes that are likely not to be accurate. Causes given merely to fill in 
blank data fields may be misleading, so the necessity of filling in all fields should not be over-
emphasised, as the root cause in some cases may be hard to tell from a single instance; it may 
require e.g. quality checks of items acquired. 

3.3.4 Quantifying the Trueness of Delay Attribution: Engine Personnel 
Missing 

In order to investigate to what extent the recorded delay cause reflects the root cause, departure 
delays coded ‘O61 Engine personnel missing’ were studied. ”True” O61 (i.e. the driver has 
overslept, been handed a faulty schedule etc) make up about one third of the total number of O61s, 
while other trains supposed to arrive with the driver being delayed or cancelled cause about half of 
the number of O61s. So, it is most probable that something else than engine personnel missing is 
the root cause. The random sample studied shows that for 39% of the occurrences, event reports 
have been filled in. For about half of these cases, it is possible to comprehend the root cause (2002). 
This low share of properly filled-in event reports is possibly due to the personnel performing the 
fill-in, not getting feedback. Generally, appropriate feedback on performed delay coding is 
necessary in order to improve coding consistency and establish the root cause and/or appropriate 
delay countermeasures. Unfair coding, like for O61 in this example, might change the ordering of 
delay causes and thus give the wrong focus on delay reduction. A way of improving feedback of 
delay attribution is outlined in paper III. 

3.3.5 Symptoms or Root Causes 
Generally, the policy of whether to report train delay symptoms or root causes for the ca 100 stated 
delay codes has varied over time and location for reporting personnel. This makes cause 
comparisons difficult over time and between regions. The ‘real fault’ recorded for infrastructure 
failures is not the same as the root cause. It might be what was remedied, as exemplified in Paper I. 
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3.3.6 Different Descriptions  
In Figure 10, alternate views on a track work are shown. A track work might be due to investments, 
preventive or corrective maintenance or a combination of these.  

Figure 10. Different aspects of a track work. 

Faults remedied is one aspect of track work shown in Figure 10, as corrective maintenance means 
remedying faults. Failures caused is another aspect (failures caused by mistakes when carrying out 
corrective maintenance result in some 3% of infrastructure failures according to investigation by the 
author). Further aspects are due to the impact of the track work on timeliness and punctuality, as 
well as resources, e.g. staff required by the track work. Aspects of train cruise and failure are the 
same as for the track work of Figure 10. A description of either needs to include all aspects. 

Today, analysing the relation between availability, system resources, timetable and punctuality 
(Figure 4) is often hampered by the functionally oriented (i.e. single aspect) data sources currently 
employed. Agreeing on common descriptions (also called objects or ontologies), facilitates 
information integration and makes the work the core, not the databases.  

3.4 The Railway Infrastructure Maintenance Process at BRN 
Maintenance and related processes of the northern region of Banverket, BRN, were investigated 
with regard to punctuality, primarily by reading documents. Processes are classified into 
procurement processes, analysis, inspection, prioritisation and preventive & corrective maintenance 
(BRN 2002-2004). 

BRN’s documentation of the processes asks for process performance to be measured either as 
number of failures, primary delay minutes or total delay minutes. Instead of counting the number of 
failures, e.g. along a certain railway line, it would be better to calculate the consequences of failure, 
i.e. unpunctuality and corrective maintenance expenses. By using total delay minutes one would 
also include secondary delays, including the effect of dense traffic. Solely using primary delay 
would risk not enough prioritising actions to improve availability and/or capacity on such lines. One 
should also be aware that delays are functions of track capacity utilisation, so performance should 
be assessed relative to traffic volume. Another absolute measure is the number of inspection 
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remarks. This is used despite the number of inspections actually carried out during the reported 
quarter varying. When comparing the same period in different years, this might lead to flawed 
findings. The number of trains (or e.g. train-km) cancelled is an indicator (measure) that should be 
added.

In the prioritisation process, only the expenses of the maintenance actions in themselves are 
quantified. Other future costs and punctuality are not given numbers. The maintenance actions, and 
sometimes their consequences, are briefly documented and it is up to the prioritiser in charge to get 
a grasp on benefits of the prospective actions.   

The indicators of the processes are aimed at measuring past performance, but sometimes lack 
indicators to facilitate follow-up of the process in question. Instead, existing indicators to a large 
extent measure the performance of the maintenance process as a whole. Many of the indicators 
given in the documents have not been calculated. Relevant indicators should give data needed to 
improve the particular process, but also for choosing which processes to focus on, e.g. the ones with 
largest variation in output.  

Available documentation does not always show clearly how output from one process is input to 
another. Only organisational units are shown. 

3.5 Improving Punctuality 
In Paper III, a case study was performed in order to observe and possibly improve punctuality of the 
Steel commuter train, which departs from Luleå three or four times a day, heading for the Borlänge 
rolling mill with steel slabs, a distance of some 1000 km.  

It is suggested to follow the steps of Figure 4 in reverse, i.e. to begin with the unpunctuality cost. 
The assessment of the unpunctuality cost is difficult due to e.g. lack of data on which production 
programme changes in the Borlänge mill have been done because of unpunctual trains and that 
production programme margins and buffers of steel slabs to a certain extent delimit the effect of a 
single train running late. Therefore it is not possible to calculate the loss caused by a certain late 
arrival. The circulation time of wagons is a good measure, as it aggregates the effect of 
consecutively delayed trains. Arrival punctuality alone is not a good measure for punctuality 
performance, as early departure affects this measure.  

The variation in transport time might be used to identify distances where the train’s journey is 
disturbed. This might be done for all trains aggregated, but by studying each train number 
separately, the specific effects to that train number are considered, e.g. time of day effects. Effects 
include low voltage (recorded most often on the denser trafficked southern part of the route), sloppy 
rails (dependent on existence of train ahead, cleaning the rail) and train meetings. The variation in 
transportation times of southbound (loaded) Steel commuter trains is large on the distances ending 
at Vännäs, Bollnäs and Granstanda. Steep slopes combined with narrow curves, especially at 
Granstanda, are circumstances making the distance more sensitive to driver’s style, train weight and 
configuration (new wagons are currently being introduced), thus obscuring other factors.  

Disturbances leading to brief delays, such as low voltage and failures affecting track geometry, are 
not entered into the TFÖR delay database. Such shortcomings (faults) are masked by other 
variations, especially where steep and curvy. The existence of some long transportation times on the 
first distance with a loaded train (but not unloaded, on return), is explained by the train being 
stopped at a wheel damage detector.  

The availability of de-icing facilities is important to trains arriving in Luleå in order to allow for 
inspections of wagons and hence reduce rolling stock failures. Now, trains might not be de-iced if 
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they e.g. arrive close to change of shifts. So, as to speed up the procedure, the driver might decide 
already in Boden, some half an hour from Luleå, whether to de-ice or not, as he checks the train’s 
brakes after train turning. 

Punctuality is hard to assess since the consequences of the individual train running late are difficult 
to calculate. The prioritisation grounds from the extra delay measure of unpunctuality are relevant 
in general, but not for individual trains. Database layouts somewhat hamper investigation of train 
punctuality issues.  

Train responsible persons at Banverket and TOC, assigned the duty of following the day-to-day 
operations, need easy-to-use tools, routines, terminology.  

3.6 Conclusions 
A lot of data regarding punctuality is available. A somewhat confusing multitude of punctuality 
related terms is in use. Train punctuality in Sweden is reliably measured, but causes for 
unpunctuality are less trustworthy. The thresholds on whether to consider a train punctual or not 
varies between countries and types of trains. A typical value in Europe is 5 minutes. When 
comparing railways, this difference in definition is possible to compensate for. However, of 
importance to passenger trains, definitions also differ concerning whether to measure punctuality to 
each station or only on arrival to the end station, making performance comparisons difficult. As 
freight trains in Sweden are allowed to depart before schedule, the arrival punctuality is better 
complemented with the actual journey time, its variation helping in identifying problems underway. 
The number of trains cancelled is also important to know. To calculate the benefit from potential 
punctuality improvement, data on passengers and goods is needed, something which is often 
missing today. On an overall level, the percentages of delays attributed to stakeholders (including 
railway infrastructure manager, train traffic control or train operating company) are of little use 
when comparing directly between railways, as international comparisons show large differences, 
more probably stemming from different definitions than differences in delay causes. In real time, 
information on delays and predicted repair times are needed to enable estimations of a train’s time 
of arrival.

To find the most important causes of lack of punctuality is different from finding out why the 
timeliness of the train might be considered bad. This is a train planning issue, although it might be 
due to the train being scheduled at an inappropriate time because the train planners consider the 
possibility of other trains running late, possibly delaying the train. Whether direct cause or root 
cause of delay is entered into the delay attribution database varies, making comparisons over time 
and between regions difficult. In general, stable indicators on punctuality and maintenance are 
useful in order to identify areas of possible improvement, e.g. by measuring the performance of 
each sub process separately in the studied maintenance organisation. It is hard to assess the value of 
punctuality, as overall changes in the punctuality level might cause production systems to be 
changed, thus changing their susceptibility to unpunctuality (as described by Kreitz 2002). For 
freight, transport time deviation (or, alternatively, arrival deviation), relative to scheduled transport 
time, are appropriate punctuality performance indicators. For individual (types of) trains, average 
speed is appropriate. The currently employed extra delay measure is, at least, a quite good way of 
prioritising railway maintenance. Transport time distribution might be employed to discover minor 
faults. 

Actions to eliminate or reduce causes of delay should have their punctuality improvement 
estimated. By increasing journey time, punctuality might be improved. Today, an explicit trade-off 
between journey time and delay time is not performed. This is difficult to do, especially for freight, 
where small punctuality improvements might mean nothing or a great deal, by allowing for 
changing production systems towards Just In Time. When prioritising between prospective 
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maintenance actions, not only investment expenses, but other costs, such as future maintenance and 
impact on punctuality should be included. When maintenance personnel head for a work site, 
information on previous actions should be readily available, as well as maintenance opportunities 
nearby in order to reduce total travel time. Events leading to failure and delays, e.g. waiting for 
material for spare part stock, impact on remediation time, and should be considered. To estimate the 
punctuality consequences of reduction in remediation time, shorter track work time in general, train 
plan or infrastructure changes, is complex and more detailed conclusions requires simulation. Delay 
attribution requires the use of databases and personnel for root cause finding and reasonability 
checks. Good feedback to coders will improve consistency. Identification of the root cause should 
be the principal, but not sole, concern. Using historical data encourages a rear mirror approach. 
However, it also allows the gaining of knowledge from others’ experiences, regarding e.g. new 
technology or increase in traffic volume. 

4 Future Work 
In this chapter, future directions of this work are outlined in brief.  

Investigation on maintenance scheduling will discuss modelling and illustrate use of a software tool 
on a specific track maintenance action. 

Investigation of possible comparison methodologies for performance of railway infrastructure will 
discuss ways to compare (benchmark) railway reliabilities internationally as a tool for 
improvement.

Investigation of a sub-system of the railway will consider availability aspects. The investigation 
aims to provide a contribution on how to operationalise the consideration of punctuality issues when 
making maintenance decisions.  
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5 Appended Papers 
Here, appended papers are listed together with the division of work between authors. 

Paper I 
Nyström B. & Kumar U.: “Analysis of Train Delay Information”. Proceedings of the World 
Congress on Railway Research, Edinburgh, pp 253-261, September-October 2003. 

The major portion of the work was performed by Birre Nyström, while Uday Kumar contributed in 
pointing out important issues, adding to the clarity of the text. 

Paper II 
Nyström B. & Söderholm P.: “Improved railway punctuality by effective maintenance – a case 
study”. In: Ko owrocki K. (ed.): Advances in Safety and Reliability, pp 1487-1491, Taylor & 
Francis, London 2005. ISBN 0 415 38340 4. Presented at ESREL, Gdansk, June 2005. 

The major portion of the work was performed by Birre Nyström. Peter Söderholm gave theoretical 
inputs on requirements engineering and contributed to clarifying paper’s connecting thought. 

Paper III 
Nyström B.: “Improved punctuality – a freight train study”. In: Forde M. C. (ed.): Railway 
Engineering-2005, Engineering Technics Press, Edinburgh 2005 (CD). ISBN 0-947644-57-1. 
Presented at Railway Engineering, London, June 2005.   
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Appendix 1. Glossary of Terms and Abbreviations 
Here, some important terms are given. When no reference is stated, the definition is the author’s. In 
cases of varying terminology, synonyms are given. (Swedish terms are put in brackets.)

Assessment / Valuation (Värdering). To calculate the cost of unpunctuality, given punctuality data.  

Availability / Performance (Driftsäkerhet). The ability of an item to be in a state to perform a 
required function under given conditions at a given instant of time or during a given time interval, 
assuming that the required external resources are provided (EN 13306). From this definition, it is 
understood that high reliability and swift corrective maintenance without disturbing operations give 
high availability.  

Backlog. Plannable but not yet complete maintenance work.  

Banverket. The Swedish Railway Infrastructure Manager.  

Bessy. Database containing occurred railway infrastructure inspection remarks. Managed by 
Banverket. 

BIS. Database on railway infrastructure assets. Managed by Banverket. 

Corrective maintenance (Avhjälpande underhåll). Maintenance carried out after fault recognition 
and intended to put an item into a state in which it can perform a required function (EN 13306).  

Delay (Försening). A negative deviation from timetable, i.e. the train lags. 
Note 1: Parts of the timetable might be defined by agreements, and thus punctuality of trains is 
defined at these places, for other trains and places punctuality might be undefined.  
Note 2: The deviation from timetable is usually measured in minutes. 

Dispatcher, Train dispatcher, Traffic controller (Tågledare / Tågklarerare / Fjärrtågklarerare).
Person controlling the trains from a TTC.  

Extra delay. The increase in delay, e.g. between two stations. 

Failure (Fel). The termination of the ability of an item to perform a required function. 
Note 1: After failure the item has a fault, which may be complete or partial. 
Note 2: ‘Failure’ is an event, as distinguished from ‘fault’ which is a state (EN 13306). 

Failure code. Tells why the item failed. 

Inspection (Inspektion / Besiktning / Kontroll). To check for conformity by measuring, observing, 
testing or gauging the relevant characteristics of an item. 
Note: Generally inspection can be carried out on, before, during or after other maintenance activity 
(EN 13306). 

Item (Enhet). Any part, component, device, subsystem, functional unit, equipment or system that 
can be individually considered (EN 13306). So, item is a very general concept, as an item might 
consist of items. 

JBV, Jernbaneverket. The Norwegian Railway Infrastructure Manager. 

LCC, Life Cycle Cost (Livscykelkostnad). The cost incurred by an asset from cradle to grave. 
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Maintainability (Underhållsmässighet). The ability of an item under given conditions of use, to be 
retained in, or restored to, a state in which it can perform a required function, when maintenance is 
performed under given conditions and using stated procedures and resources (EN 13306). 

Maintenance supportability (Underhållssäkerhet). The ability of a maintenance organization of 
having the right maintenance support at the necessary place to perform the required maintenance 
activity at a given instant of time or during a given time interval (EN 13306).  

Ofelia. Database on occurred railway infrastructure failures. Managed by Banverket. 

Ontology. Formal conceptualisation of a real world, sharing a common understanding of this real 
world (Lammari & Métais 2004). 

Preventive maintenance (Förebyggande underhåll). Maintenance carried out at predetermined 
intervals or according to prescribed criteria and intended to reduce the probability of failure or the 
degradation of the functioning of an item (EN 13306). Preventive maintenance is predetermined 
(occurring at intervals in time or e.g. production volume) or condition based, i.e. based on results 
from inspection or monitoring.  

Primary delay / Exogenous delay (Primärförsening). A delay that directly strikes the train, e.g. due 
to the train being delayed by turnout failure, engine malfunction, driver’s mistakes. 

Process. Transforms input to output through applying one or more activities (ISO 9001:2000). 

Punctual (Punktlig). That an event takes place when agreed. 
Note: Defining punctual in this way leaves the value of punctual undefined when the agreement is 
unclear. Punctual is a logic variable; an event is either punctual or not. The antonym is unpunctual. 

Punctuality (Punktlighet). The extent to which an event takes place when agreed.  
Note 1: Only events (i.e. occurrences at an instant), not continuous episodes (happening over 
periods in time), might have the punctuality property.
Note 2: This definition leaves punctuality undefined when the agreement is unclear.  

Reliability (Funktionssäkerhet). The ability of an item to perform a required function under given 
conditions for a given time interval. 
Note: The term ‘reliability’ is also used as a measure of reliability performance and may also be 
defined as a probability (EN 13306). 

Root cause. The underlying cause of a problem. 

Secondary delay / Knock-on delay / Reactionary delay / Cascading delay (Sekundär försening / 
Följdförsening). A delay caused by another train, as opposed to a primary delay. 

Signalling system. Among the tasks of a railway signalling system is to give information on where 
the trains are and assure safety.  

Slack. The difference between the running time according to the train plan and theoretical running 
time. It might alternatively be expressed as a quotient, e.g. 1.07. In rare cases, factual running time 
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might be shorter than theoretical running time, due to planned, but not performed stops. This 
happens because of train meetings which do not occur.  

Step effect. The phenomenon that the assessment (i.e. cost) of a delay is not a continuous function of 
delay length, as it increases momentarily when reaching a certain length of delay. Examples are 
trains being delayed for ships with fixed departure time and passengers arriving in delayed trains 
missing their connections. 

TFÖR. Database on train delays. Managed by Banverket. MAPS is a tool for investigating TFÖR 
data.

Timeliness. The extent to which a journey or transport occurs when convenient. 
Note 1: Timeliness varies between stakeholders, as e.g. freight customer and TOC might have 
different opinions. Lack of timeliness incurs schedule costs.  
Note 2: Timeliness includes the facet of travel time length, affected by e.g. slack.  

TOC, Train Operating Company (Operatör / Trafikutövare / Järnvägsföretag). An organisation that 
runs trains, e.g. Green Cargo and Connex. 

Track work (Banarbete). Examples of track works are to install a new turnout, inspect the sleepers 
and change a light bulb.  

Train number (Tågnummer). A reserved train path in the timetable. A train might be assigned 
different train numbers on different parts of its route. 

Train plan / Timetable / Schedule (Tågplan / Tidtabell). A train plan tells where each train is 
supposed to be at a given instant. This includes scheduling of when a train is supposed to stand at a 
siding in order to clear for opposing trains.  

TTC, Train Traffic Control (Trafikledningscentral). Office from which trains are controlled by 
dispatchers. 

Turnout (Spårväxel). An item that allows the railway track to be split into two (sometimes three) 
and the moving vehicle to change course. 
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Analysis of Train Delay Information
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Abstract
The iron ore railway in northern Scandinavia is a single track line that stretches from the Gulf 
of Bothnia to the Norwegian Sea. Mixed traffic on a single-track railway makes the traffic 
sensitive and prone to disturbances. To improve punctuality and efficiency in the traffic flow, 
the link between disturbances and their impacts on train delays needs to be analysed and 
understood more precisely than today. 

This paper investigates the underlying causes of train delays for the iron ore transport section 
of the Swedish railway. The analysis presented in the paper is based on data pertinent to train 
delays, which are retrieved, classified and analysed in close cooperation with operation and 
maintenance personnel from both infrastructure and train operating companies. The focal 
point of our analysis is on discovering the sequence of events and the linkages therein, if any, 
leading to train delays. These event descriptions are subsequently compared to the records of 
concerned reporting systems of the Swedish railway administration. As an end result of the 
analysis and comparison with kept data, we are able to perceive a wider view of the causes for 
delays.  

This is expected to provide us with a more relevant and reliable feedback, which should prove 
useful for prioritization of maintenance work.  

Keywords: railway, delay, root cause, failure, database

Introduction and Background 
During 1988, the Swedish State Railway (SJ) authority was restructured to enhance its 
competitiveness and make travel and transport by railway economically viable. The 
restructuring program divided the Swedish State Railway system into two major groups, 
namely organisations with responsibility for infrastructure management and train operators, 
i.e. organisations or companies with responsibility for trains operation. The train operators 
were expected to take the responsibility  for transportation of goods and passengers in close 
cooperation with infrastructure managers. Today, there are about twenty train operating 
companies (TOCs) functioning in Sweden. The railway infrastructure is managed by 
‘Banverket’, which is a public entity. In 1998, Banverket was  restructured into two distinct 
divisions, purchaser or ‘Service buyers’ and contractors, or Outsourced service providers. For 
administrative purposes, Banverket is divided into five  regions, each of which handles  its 
own purchasing. In recent years, maintenance contracts  have increasingly been awarded 
through open tender, and thus being subjected to market competition. Full competition is 
planned to be achieved by 2006.  

mailto:Nystrom@mt.luth.se
mailto:Kumar@ce.luth.se
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In all, the Railway Inspectorate oversees the railway safety issues. The governmental body 
Rikstrafiken and the diverse county authorities provide funds to the train operating companies 
to run passenger services which would otherwise be unviable due to their non-profitability. 
There are several rolling stock maintainers, e.g. EuroMaint. The company Samtrafiken 
manages cooperation regarding tickets and timetables, making it possible to complete a 
journey on a single ticket.1 The multitude of entities involved in the railways after its 
restructuring has made it considerably difficult to locate the responsible arm for problems 
encountered and to ascertain the course of action to be taken to rectify it. Such issues as how 
to classify the anomalies and how to achieve cooperation among the varying bodies in order 
to solve them are of utmost importance. 

Along with the organisational complexities, there is also the element of ‘Mixed Traffic’. The 
iron ore-mines in Gällivare and Kiruna deliver their goods to the harbours of Luleå (by the 
Baltic) and Narvik (by the Norwegian Sea), but the route is also used by trains carrying 
passengers or other goods e.g. timber, fresh fish. This mixed traffic on a single-track railway, 
with varying train speeds, makes the traffic sensitive to disturbances. 

This paper is based on the project ”Improved punctuality by effective maintenance” 
sponsored by Banverket and EU regional fund. In this project we are investigating ways of 
reducing delays through identification and elimination of  critical factors behind the train 
delays. Both technical and organisational measures are to be proposed in this regard. Initially, 
failure events that have occurred and their recounting and classification in the databases are to 
be investigated. 

In this paper, we investigate and analyze the failures and delays on the iron ore transport 
section of the Swedish railway. The focus of our analysis is on finding the sequence of events 
leading to train delays. Subsequently, we compare our findings related to the event 
descriptions to records in the relevant reporting systems of the Swedish railway 
administration for correctness, completeness and clarity. This contributes to provision of a 
broader understanding of the causes for delays. 

The following section briefly explains some of the relevant keywords used in this paper, so 
there may be a common context of understanding between the readers and the authors.  

Definitions and Concepts 

Meaning of Delay and Punctuality  
A delay in railway traffic is defined as a train lagging behind schedule. A train in Sweden is 
considered punctual if it is less than five minutes off schedule at a station (Banverket’s 
definition). This definition does not apply to commuter trains. It should be noted that a train 
might suffer a number of delays along its route, yet arrive punctually to the final destination, 
due to a higher speed attained than planned for on certain parts of the journey. 

The delays may be classified into two major categories: primary and secondary delays. 

Primary and Secondary Delay Definitions 
A primary delay is a direct outcome of the cause of delay, e.g. a turnout failure. If another 
train, in turn, is delayed as a result of meeting the primary delayed train, it suffers a 
secondary, or knock-on delay. Thus the resultant delay chain might proceed in several more 
steps.
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The statistics that emerge from our analysed databases contain several types of delays. Train 
traffic control centre personnel establish the linkages between the primary delay and knock-on 
delays either automatically or manually during their operations. Delays are classified as 
follows: 

Primary reported extra delay, i.e. an extra delay to a train initiated directly by the 
cause, reported on a primary cause code, e.g. Track work.  

Secondary derived extra delay, i.e. an extra delay on one’s own or another train, 
caused by a primary reported extra delay. This figure is calculated from the data 
obtained on primary reported extra delay. 

Secondary reported extra delay, i.e. an extra delay on own train, reported using a 
secondary delay code, e.g. Trains meet.2

Track availability may be defined as the time the track is de facto available divided by the 
planned available time. Thus, planned maintenance does not lower the availability, but 
unplanned maintenance work lowers the level of availability of the tracks.  

The Five-minutes Limit and Slowly Emerging Delays 
Detailed graphs of train traffic running on the iron ore lines were generated and inspected. A 
cursory examination of each train graph makes apparent some slowly emerging delays over 
long distances. These are the accumulation of the extra delays between any two stations that 
are below the five-minutes limit, yet which eventually sum up to a delay of well over five 
minutes.

Some of the data in the data base was found to be anomalous, or in an illegal format, at a 
significant proportion of departure/arrival events, and as such was deemed useless in 
computing slowly emerging delays, also rendering the aforementioned visual inspection more 
difficult. 

Delay Assessment
Calculating delay severity is a significantly more complex process than a mere consideration 
of the number of trains involved and the aggregation of the time delayed. For example, a 
small delay might be acceptable if one is subject to a wait regardless of the delay for any 
subsequent connection, or goods need to be stored before latter shipment. Delay assessment is 
a complex issue that merits further independent and protracted discussion, which is beyond 
the scope of this paper. It should be pointed out that a punctuality measure for passenger 
trains should relate to passengers, not trains.3

In the next section we are providing a discussion about the components involved in the 
overall process of data collection, classification, and analysis. 

Data Collection and Data Classification 
This section is segmented into three components that constitute a base for further analysis of 
data: 

A brief description of the different groups interested in information and data concerning 
infrastructure, trains and traffic etc.  
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The actual data collection mechanism from train traffic event generation to logging of data 
in the master computers at the traffic control centres. 

Finally, data bases where information concerning train delays and punctuality data are 
manually or automatically recorded based on the criteria of whether the data type is an 
inspection report or failure report.  

Users of Information and Railway Databases  
Collection of data is an expensive activity and as such needs to be economically justified. 
Studies4 show that, in general, 20-30% of total companies’ expenses are used to re-discover 
what is already known. There is a need to measure asset performance in order to gain 
experiences that may be used for assessing current performance, future trends and 
benchmarking. We need usable data on expenses, weather, track characteristics (length, 
profile, radii, age, no of switches etc), track standard, failures, traffic load, accidents, delays 
and organizational characteristics.5,6 Field data is required for these objectives, along with a 
system for data collection and storage. 

As data forms the basis for discussion and decisions regarding maintenance and investments 
in cross-functional improvement groups, it is important that the collected data is correct, 
complete and meaningful. The quality of data also needs to be made known to the users, so 
the users/participants may agree on which data to trust in order to reach a common 
understanding. 
Some of the users are:  

Infrastructure managers 
Train Operating Companies 
Transport authority and Government bodies 
Customers organisations 
Research Organisations 

There are approximately 200 data bases or data collection systems directly or indirectly 
related to railway systems in Sweden. Out of these, about 40 are directly related to 
infrastructure performance and train operations etc. According to personnel involved in 
preparing reports used for decision-making, data retrieval out of the myriad of databases is a 
cumbersome process, leaving little time for analysis. 

Collection of Data: The Event Flow 
The data path consists of train traffic event data generated directly from block sections of the 
tracks, being subsequently integrated into the TFÖR and MAPS systems at the Train Traffic 
Control Centre. The specific event chain is discussed below. 

Train Traffic Event Data to the Train Traffic Control Centre  
Train traffic event data is generated when a train entering a certain block section of the track 
electrically connects the two rails, and the relay associated with that block section is closed. 
In Figure 1, a part of single track line between two stations is shown. The three block sections 
between the stations indicate where the trains are, as well as the location of the main tracks 
and sidings of the stations.  
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It may take a few moments before messages on departure and arrival events reach the 
computer system of the train traffic control centre, resulting in a maximum of a few seconds 
deviation from true time. This might pose a problem when dealing with the dense traffic at 
heavily congested railway stations, but not in the scenario that is the scope of this 
investigation.  

In data from the Train Traffic Control Centre dispatching system for northern Sweden 
(“Argus”), only arrival and departure times at stations were possible to obtain, not times at 
individual block sections. 

The arrival and departure times here refer to track circuit closing – not the time of the train in 
front of the platform, as the track circuit may start somewhere else. To adjust for 
measurements performed a distance away from the platform; a certain number of seconds are 
added or subtracted. However, this figure is the same for all train types regardless of slowly or 
rapidly accelerating, so the approach sometimes leads to noting on-time trains as departing 
too early.7

Data from Train Traffic Control Centre: TFÖR and MAPS systems  
A train entering a station’s block section triggers an automatically generated message giving 
indication of its position to the main master computer at the train traffic control centre as 
shown in Figure 2. 

Figure 2. A train passing a station (coloured) triggers a message to be sent to the train traffic control centre 
computer system. This data is forwarded to delay databases. 

Appr. 10 km

Ofelia 
Failure 
reports

Train traffic control 
centre computer

TFÖR delay database

MAPS delay database 
used for analysis

Dispatcher enters delay 
cause 

Appr. 10 km

Figure 1. In this schematic figure of a single track railway, three block sections make up the 
distance between two stations. 
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The TFÖR (TågFÖRseningar, Train Delays) database obtains train operations reports from 
stations and stores delay information in the form of predetermined codes assigning probable 
causes for train delay. The train dispatcher must enter a ”cause code” for any extra delay over 
five minutes. Extra delay means that the train under observation lagged at least five minutes 
more at a station than it did at the earlier station8. The MAPS (Multidimensional Analysis of 
Punctuality and Disturbances) database obtains data from TFÖR for analysis. 

In the TFÖR (and Argus system), reasonably complete data was found only for Swedish 
stations, so data on train operations in Narvik was gathered manually by the iron ore 
transportation company MTAB for this study.  

Train delay data may be slightly unreliable in some cases; however, positioning 
measurements are performed at the same locations every time. This makes the variation in 
transport time consistent and reliable. In order to get more correct arrival and departure times, 
track circuits could be moved, which is expensive. Alternatively, one could adjust times, 
based on a specific train’s acceleration/deceleration data.  

Having a five minute limit on recording delays means that slowly emerging delays must be 
treated in a different way. Lowering the limit would increase the load of encoding delay 
causes on train dispatchers and thus lower the information quality. 

Classification of Data 
Thus, the condition of the railway infrastructure is described in several systems e.g. Bessy 
containing inspection reports, Ofelia containing failure reports and Strix containing track 
regularity data. A brief overview is given below of the two systems: 

Inspection Data: The Bessy System 
The inspector carries out safety and maintenance inspections, who in turn gives each 
notification a priority, regarding how soon it must be remedied: Acute, Week, Month, Year, 
Others. When the first remedial action is taken, its date is registered in Bessy.9

Failure Data: The Ofelia System 
When a failure is reported to the train traffic control centre the track operation leader calls the 
contractor’s contact person, who in turn calls out his personnel. Even when immediately 
remedying a failure observed by them, maintenance workers have to report to the train traffic 
control centre.  

Ofelia contains two computer sheets, one containing e.g. symptom, asset identification and 
failure-remedying personnel. Figure 3 shows the Ofelia fault time-line. The track operation 
leader decides on when to report further (i.e. call the contractor) and when to defer remedies. 

The other sheet contains detailed asset structure. Scrolling lists are used to fill in Asset type, 
Asset part, Component, Unit, as well as respective models. Here, also real fault, cause and 

Reported Further reported Deferred Repair begun Remedied Finished

Figure 3. An Ofelia report shows status of fault. Here, repair has started. 
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remedy are to be filled in and free text (or additional comments) may complement, see Figure 
4.

Figure 4. An Ofelia report allows real fault, cause and remedial action to be chosen from scroll-down-menus. 
Also free text may be entered. Here, the track circuit is corrupted by a conductive brake flake (that is, two rails 
become electrically connected) and the action taken is cleaning (i.e. removal of the flake). 

By real fault Ofelia means what is remedied, e.g. short circuit (of track circuit), the cause 
being brake flake and the remedy cleaning.10

For example, if in the course of inspection an inspector comes across a loose bolt, the 
notification is entered into Bessy. If, instead, the incident is discovered by another railway 
employee, the fault is entered into Ofelia. The consequence may be that places with high 
density of employees may encounter a lot of (Ofelia) failures, whilst other places would 
receive more (Bessy) inspection notifications instead.  

Not all Ofelia records contain entries that need to be regarded as faults. An item is considered 
faulty if it has lost the ability to perform a required function according to standard.11 So the 
bolt in the above-mentioned example is questionable, in such that if one considers the bolt 
from the maintainer’s viewpoint, it has lost its function, however, considering the turnout 
(TOC’s viewpoint) of which it is a part of, the turnout has not lost its function and is thus not 
faulty. An example of an Ofelia record that is not a fault is a worn crossing. It is thus 
advisable to look for both Ofelia faults and Bessy Acute notifications.  

TFÖR Ofelia Linkage 
A TFÖR report with delay caused by infrastructure failure is linked to the Ofelia report 
describing the reason for failure.12 There is no existing linkage from TFÖR to the Bessy 
system. 

From here on, we proceed on to an analysis of the possible causes of delay based on compiled 
data.

Analysis of Causes of Delay in the Swedish Railway System 
In 2002, 77814 hours of train delays were reported13. In Figure 5, the delay time is distributed 
by causes. This picture aggregates delays for all trains on all tracks – however, it does not 
divulge any information about individual customers or individual parts of the network.  

Real fault Cause

Short circuit Brake flake

Remedial action

Cleaning 
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Figure 5. Train delay hours 2002 in Sweden, assigned to causes. 

When we investigated infrastructure-related failures, we identified the top ten-failures 
regarding caused train-delay hours, see Table 1. It should be noted that the sum of all delays 
caused by elements such as overhead wires is added up in the second column of Table 1. The 
overhead wire-failures are relatively few in numbers (see column 1), yet cause a significant 
amount of delay-hours, as each failure results in a long individual delay, 2.0 h on average, as 
seen in column 5. The ordering imposed by the number of delay-hours attributed to causes are 
quite different from the one based on the number of occurred failures, where turnout is the 
most frequent. The leading cause for average delay hours is attributed to failures to feeder 
lines (on average 77.8 h of delays each time it happens) and overhead wires (2.0 h). Turnout, 
though most frequent in number of occurrences, does not feature among the top-ten reasons 
for delays with longest average delay time, since each failure on average results in a 
minuscule and non-critical delay. 

Table 1. Top-ten number of total delay-hours on infrastructure (Ofelia, year 2002). The six most important 
causes are responsible for 50% of the infrastructure-related delays.
1. Asset 2. Number 

of failures 
3. Delay 
attributed to 
asset failure 
(h)

4. Percentage 
of delay 
attributed to 
infrastructure 

5. Average 
delay 
attributed to 
each asset 
failure (h) 

Overhead wire 1121 2208 14% 2.0
Track 4746 1706 11% 0.4
Turnout 9866 1495 10% 0.2
Signal box and section block 5291 1458 9% 0.3
Positioning system 3669 640 4% 0.2
Feeder line 7 544 3% 77.8
Shunting equipment 204 245 2% 1.2
Centralised traffic control 909 221 1% 0.2
Level crossing 4666 190 1% 0.04
Embankment 327 156 1% 0.5

Train delay hours 2002

31%

20%10%
4%

4%

7%

16%

8%

Train Operating  
Company (31%)

Vehicle (10%)

Train traffic control (4%)

Planned works (4%)

Others (7%)

Secondary delay not 
attributed to primary delay 
(16%)

Infrastructure (20%)

Cause not reported (8%)
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In Figure 5, secondary delays are included in the percentages, but it may be seen that 
secondary delays have not been attributed to primary delays, and hence make up 16% of the 
total causes. Depending on actual causes, the relative magnitudes of the causes presented may 
be overturned by these delays. So, including secondary delays in our statistics may give a 
truer picture of the delays, but we need to be aware of the share that has not been attributed to 
primary delay.  

In the next section, we take a brief look at the aspects of delay time distribution. 

Delay Time Distribution 
We investigate the time distributions on the stretch of track between Kiruna and Narvik. The 
iron ore trains from Kiruna to Narvik are scheduled to cover the distance in about four hours 
varying by up to about 20 minutes in both directions.  

A cumulative plot shows the probability of reaching the destination under a certain time. In 
Figure 6 we see that the 90%-percentile of transportation time from Kiruna to Narvik is about 
6.5 h. To the iron ore logistics company MTAB, being able to maintain the circulation is more 
critical than being a few minutes late. Knowledge of transportation time distribution might 
facilitate train scheduling.  

Figure 6. Distributive respectively cumulative plot of Iron ore train journey time from Kiruna to Narvik (03-03-
01 – 23). The vertical line shows approximate scheduled time. 

Delay Time Explanation  
Apart from different traffic in different places and times, time needed for maintenance and 
repairs might be an explanation for the differences in delay time between different causes. 
However, MTTR (mean time to repair) and average delay show low correlation among the 
principal causes listed earlier. This may possibly be attributed to the factor of time to repair 
distributions being highly skewed. Figure 7 shows the distribution of time to repair for turnout 
failures. The graph shows the timeframe from maintenance personnel reaching the fault until 
it is remedied (Ofelia, year 2002, longer times than 10 h are not shown). 
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Figure 7. Distribution of turnout time to repair. 

Figure 7 shows the time to repair, that is, from when maintenance workers start remedying the 
failure until its completion. But as the Ofelia and Bessy databases do not detail certain faults 
being train-stopping or not, we can not conclude that the track is non-available all the time. 
Nor is it possible to tell whether the tracks were functional despite the fault all the time. 

To be able to model the impact of failure time on delay, the distribution of remediation times 
should be taken into account. The non-availability of track may lie at a point of time 
somewhere between the time to repair (Figure 7) and failure time, but it may also be 
overestimated by both and hence the availability of the track underestimated. 

Ofelia focuses on component failures, but the system has its limitations. For example, 
mistakes in personal communication are not visible in it. In Ofelia, the real fault is not 
equated with the reported root cause. To illustrate, if a wagon catches fire on a marshalling 
yard, and the fire brigade turns off the electricity in order to extinguish the fire, hereby 
delayed trains are considered delayed due to powerless wires. As such, by “fault” the Ofelia 
system perceives what is remedied; in this case the remedy is to switch the electricity on 
again. One needs to be aware of this, when analyzing statistics related to the cycle of events. 

Analysis of Train Delay Data and Information: Examples from the 
Field 
As part of the investigative process, Failure analyses of infrastructure failures were 
performed. Personnel were interviewed the day after. The Ofelia system served as a guideline 
for selecting personnel to interview. The next two cases work as functional examples form a 
basis to discuss to what extent we are able to obtain a true picture of the failures. 

Case I 
Figure 8 illustrates a failure analysis of an occupied track event. The symptom in Ofelia was 
given as “Occupied track” when no trains were supposed to be there. As the reporter category 
was given as train dispatcher, it was understood that the symptom actually was that the track 
appeared to be occupied on the dispatcher’s screen. When personnel called in on the incident 
investigated, strange alarms in the signal cabin in a pattern familiar to the repair personnel 
were seen. Matched with earlier experiences, this indicated a lost contact. After adjustments, 
the alarms disappeared and the failure was remedied. The lost contact was probably due to 
bad workmanship when the card was mounted (this was done recently) and triggered by 
vibrations.

From repair begun until remedied (h) 
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Figure 8. Failure analysis of ”Occupied track” events. Hatched boxes’ information was found in Ofelia. 

The hatched boxes of Figure 8 show what was possible to learn from Ofelia (in this case there 
was no traffic, so the lowered track capacity did not matter, which was seen in the Ofelia-
TFÖR link showing no delays). We see that neither the root cause, nor the triggering event, 
was indicated in Ofelia. An inclusion of these might help when finding out possible weak 
points in the system, deserving further investigation. Ofelia data is very detailed regarding 
components, including asset, part of asset, component and unit (or, more correctly, 
demanding detailed fill-in), but not on describing the events leading to failure. Only one of 
the symptoms was recorded in the system. By describing the strange alarms symptom, fault-
finding could be facilitated. This way, the new-comers to certain equipment may learn from 
other people’s experiences. For example, usage of this data could form training modules that 
focus on important failure modes. 

Case II 
Figure 9 shows a failure analysis of an overhead wire tear-down. It began with the breaking of 
a carrier cable, which could have been due to carrier cable fatigue. As in the former case, we 
have two symptoms on display. But in this case, one symptom – the blown fuse – became 
known before the rapid part of the event chain began (starting with the triggering event). As 
we can see from the figure, contributing factors to the severity of the consequence (traffic was 
stopped for about sixteen hours) were the ability of the pantograph to grab broken overhead 
wire, overhead wire not stocked nearby and the storm. Possibly, the whole event could have 
been avoided if operations had made another decision, or if investments in carrier cable had 
been made. 

In the Ofelia report, contact wire break is given as the real fault and aging as the cause. Also, 
the severity of the failure was indicated by writing that about 300 m were torn down. (This 
was the only record in this study where times were erroneously given (as three days after the 
event).) 
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Figure 9. Overhead wire failure analysis showing failure chain, from root cause to remedial actions. Grey arrows 
represent uncertain casual relations.  

Discussion
Ofelia focuses on detailed asset description, but the failure-event chain is not well described 
in it. Root causes, triggering events and symptoms are only sometimes recorded in the Ofelia 
database, as it does not facilitate recording of multiple causes.  

Some of the Ofelia records indicate causes that are likely not to be accurate. Causes given 
merely to fill in blank data fields may be misleading, so the necessity of filling in all fields 
should not be over-emphasised. Hard facts, like item, time and participating personnel 
(although not everyone is given in the lists) are likely to be true. Repair difficulties in some 
cases have a large impact on remedial time, which is seen in the database. The reasons for 
difficulties are, however, not allowed to be described in Ofelia.  

It is important to consider each customer’s punctuality for the whole route, not delays along 
the route. The delay information are of great use, e.g. when computing knock-on relations. 

Secondary derived delays give a measure of how much delay a certain area’s trains cause 
themselves and trains in other areas, thus telling how well these trains are run. 

A failure reporting system should facilitate optimal decision making by maintenance 
personnel. In the contact wire example of Figure 9 the wrong dates may be discovered by also 
seeing that train traffic is running. 

Uncertain causal relationships will always be present in the scenarios. In order to get better 
understanding we need to ease access to data for hypothesis testing: for example, are the old 
contact wires more prone to failure? (Failures might be found in Ofelia, age in another 
system). Follow-up questions may be posed in context with the previous question: “or is it the 
amount of traffic that is decisive; how many trains have actually passed? (In TFÖR). What 
were the pantograph types on these trains?” The data-mining process may continue further 
along this line of thinking.  

To increase in-field learning, all failure reports and actions previously taken on the object 
should be easily accessible when heading for a maintenance work. This information may help 
to avoid lap and patch as (non-working) actions taken before are seen, as well as facilitate the 
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mastery of the remediation personnel. The quality of reports is likely to improve, as the 
maintainers themselves will be using this data later on. Allowing maintainers to write the 
report themselves might improve quality further; however this imposes additional measures of 
educating maintainers and increasing interface user-friendliness. 

We have ascertained that failure remediation is dependent on equipment design, information 
from train traffic control, maintenance personnel competence, stock policy, weather and other 
things. Each of these factors needs to be considered in order to bring about improvement. 

Concluding Remarks 
Absolute timing of train punctuality data is somewhat unreliable, but as data is gathered in a 
similar manner over time, it does not make a notable difference. Software adjustments could 
result in improved data quality. 

Uncertain causal relationships are unavoidable; and ultimate root causes are not always to be 
found. What can be done is to facilitate integration and ease of use of data sources. This will 
also help in everyday maintenance work. 

It is important that the data retrieval process is kept easy and that data from infrastructure, 
maintenance, traffic, and accounting are compatible. This can help involved parties to reach a 
common understanding, and also facilitate discussions on non-technical ways of improving 
punctuality. In addition, Ofelia and Bessy lacks a check box to be filled in to show whether a 
fault is train-stopping or not.  

We conclude that making data retrieval easier should be a priority. In addition, data on asset, 
maintenance measures taken and their costs as well as production (i.e. traffic load) etc should 
be compatible. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The railway industry is in a state of transition, with 
new stakeholders emerging and old ones finding 
themselves in a new environment. This puts a heav-
ier emphasis on the need for systematic ways to 
manage the requirements of stakeholders. Clearly 
specified performance measures might facilitate 
changes in division of labour and new actors enter-
ing the market. 

The restructuring of the Norwegian railway began 
in 1989 with the partition of Norwegian State Rail-
way (NSB) into divisions. Since 1996, Jern-
baneverket (JBV) has been a separate body respon-
sible for infrastructure management with NSB as a 
passenger train operating company (TOC). 
(www.jbv.no 04-04-01) 

One important requirement of the railway is 
punctuality, which is influenced by several stake-
holders and factors. The passenger or goods should 
be there when the train is bound for departure. The 
TOC’s rolling stock should function and the driver 
should be on time. Infrastructure equipment such as 
turnouts should have high availability. A delayed 
train meeting another train at a single track might 
force the meeting train to wait at a siding, leading to 
even more delayed trains. The prioritizing between 

different trains in such conflicts is managed by train 
traffic controllers who try to minimize the spread of 
disruptions. Hence, customer behaviour, TOC 
equipment and personnel, planning and scheduling 
of train traffic, and infrastructure maintenance are 
factors that influence punctuality. Factors outside 
stakeholder control, such as weather, also influence 
punctuality.  

The purpose of this paper is to describe and ana-
lyse requirements related to punctuality concerning 
how they are stated, measured, and enforced by dif-
ferent stakeholders.  

2 CONCEPTS AND DEFINITIONS 

In this section, some important concepts and defini-
tions of this paper are briefly presented. 

A stakeholder is defined as: “an interested part 
having a right, share or claim in the system or in its 
possession of characteristics that meets that party’s 
needs and/or expectations” (ISO/IEC STD 15288 
2002). In this definition stakeholders include, but are 
not limited to, users, supporters, developers, produc-
ers, trainers, maintainers, disposers, acquirer and 
supplier organisations, regulatory bodies, and mem-
bers of society. “Stakeholder requirements are ex-
pressed in terms of the needs, wants, desires, expec-

Improved railway punctuality by effective maintenance – a case study 

B. Nyström & P. Söderholm 
Luleå University of Technology, Sweden 

ABSTRACT: A railway has many different requirements, such as safety and punctuality. The purpose of this 
study was to explore and describe how maintenance can contribute to improved punctuality. In an industry 
branch that is becoming more open, as is the case in Norway where this study was undertaken, it is important 
to have clear requirements and performance measures. 

This study has focused on railway stakeholders and their requirements regarding punctuality, the measures 
employed, and the traceability between requirements, goals, and measurements. Linking the end customer’s 
punctuality requirements to reliability of the track is illustrated. 

The requirements flow is presented as well as a discussion about its pros and cons. The results of the study 
can be applied in order to compare different designs of maintenance to fulfil punctuality requirements. The in-
formation flow and the measures currently used are not entirely suitable concerning feedback and usefulness 
for managing availability and thus maintenance.  
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tations, and perceived constraints of identified 
stakeholders” (ISO/IEC STD 15288 2002). 

In this paper punctuality is seen as a railway re-
quirement. Punctuality is a characteristic of arrival 
and departure times at places important to a stake-
holder. For further discussion about punctuality, see 
Nyström (2005). 

Requirements Management is a systematic ap-
proach to elicit, organise, document, and manage 
both the initial and changing requirements of a sys-
tem. A principal result of this work is the develop-
ment of one or more requirement specifications that 
define and document the complete external behav-
iour of the system to be constructed. (Davis & Lef-
fingwell 1996) 

“Maintenance is the combination of all technical, 
administrative and managerial actions during the life 
cycle of an item intended to retain it in, or restore it 
to, a state in which it can perform the required func-
tion” (EN 13306 2001). From the definition, it is 
clear that maintenance aims to upkeep the item (i.e. 
equipment, machine or system) in a functioning 
state, and to not make it perform over the original 
requirements.

3 METHOD

The organisations were investigated to facilitate the 
description and analysis of a chain of requirements. 
Hence, the main unit of investigation was the value 
chain with the sub units being requirements and 
measures related to punctuality. This is illustrated by 
following the requirements of the end customer for 
punctuality of a post package down to the availabil-
ity requirements of a railway infrastructure, which is 
produced by maintenance. To allow for comparisons 
between countries, Norwegian Post was chosen as 
the freight customer. 

Empirical data was collected by personal inter-
views, a focus group interview, and documentation. 
As a support to the case study, a literature study was 
also performed (Nyström 2005), focusing on inves-
tigating different perspectives and dimensions of 
punctuality. A focus group of personnel from the 
railway manager’s organisation, train traffic control, 
and TOCs, was used for filling in missing classifica-
tions as a preparation for the individual interviews. 

The stakeholders are organisations, parts of or-
ganisations, or individuals, but the interviewees are 
persons. The investigators view the roles of people 
as stakeholders, e.g. the role as quality manager. 

Figure 1 shows the main stakeholders in the value 
chain for delivery of a letter. The scope of the study 
is within the dashed line. The study is limited to 
availability measured as punctuality and mainte-
nance, while operation and modification issues are 
not considered. 

Figure 1. The value chain in transporting a letter by rail. In this 
model, requirements are symbolised by downward arrows and 
feedback, while measuring the requirement by upward arrows. 
As mentioned later, requirements also go upwards.  

4 FINDINGS 

In this section, findings from the investigated value 
chain in Figure 1 are presented. It begins with the 
Norwegian Post and continues down the supply 
chain, discussing requirements to and from the 
stakeholders.

4.1 The Norwegian Post 
About half of the requirements on the Norwegian 
Post lack any method of measurement. Of these, 
several concern timeliness (how much a planned 
journey/transport is convenient to a stakeholder), not 
punctuality. Whether or not transports are delayed is 
followed up. Although the number of minutes de-
layed is measured, it is not possible to follow up, ac-
cording to one informant. The Post uses the term 
‘remaining post’ to denote post remaining, exceed-
ing plan, at post sorting facilities or in transport. 

Of the requirements lacking any method of meas-
urement, several concern timeliness or information. 
The Post requires its business customers to allow 
post pick-up in a certain time span (or several time 
spans, if there is much to collect) for the Post’s cars 
to travel the shortest route in the shortest time with 
as much as possible. The performance regime of the 
Post has only one step for train punctuality, 30 min-

The Norwegian Post 

CargoNet 

JBV Traffic 

JBV Infrastructure 

Customer and 
government

Maintenance 



utes, compared to three for road transport (Transport 
manager & Senior consultant in Nyström 2004). 
Hence, the Post’s marginal cost might not be cov-
ered for considerably longer delays, and the regime 
does not offer incentives to reduce the causes of long 
delays. 

4.2 CargoNet
Some requirements placed on CargoNet are quanti-
fied, especially concerning punctuality where Car-
goNet is typically allowed about half an hour to 
unload after train arrival to the train station. Another 
requirement placed on CargoNet lacking any meas-
urement is timeliness of train routes and informing 
the Post of which wagons contain Priority Class let-
ters, so that these might be unloaded first (Quality 
manager in Nyström 2004). 

CargoNet’s requirement on track time for its 
trains also lacks any method of measurement. Fur-
thermore, a clear definition of force majeure, i.e. 
when requirements are dropped, was not found. It is 
seen from a JBV data base that such causes amount 
to about 5-10% of total train delay. 

4.3 JBV Traffic 
Many requirements are aggregated to measure punc-
tual trains. The word delay was used as being the an-
tonym of punctual/punctuality by most informants, 
but this is not necessarily so from JBV’s definitions, 
see Figure 2 (Jernbaneverket 2003, Traffic control 
analyst in Nyström 2004). 

Figure 2. A train suffering a 10 min delay underway, but end-
ing up punctual at end station.  

Figure 2 shows a train path (dashed line is the 
scheduled path). Underway the train receives a 10 
min delay (due to e.g. turnout failure), but arrives at 
end station only 2 min after its scheduled time, and 
is therefore considered punctual thanks to timetable 
slack. This phenomenon as well as when a train de-
parts before the scheduled time counts as punctual if 
it arrives punctually to the end station, though it 
might conceal underway problems. By also measur-
ing punctuality as length of delay at the end station, 

one might indicate, e.g., to what extent train circula-
tions are possible to withhold. 

Today, the length of delay to the end station is 
somewhat indicated by measuring average end sta-
tion delays, requiring it to be at most 2.5 min/train, 
and delays to 50 h/million train-km. These goals 
consider only delays due to infrastructure (Jern-
baneverket 2004b). Trains might cause delays to 
other trains; therefore, having requirements on TOC-
caused delays (with incentive scheme) might be ad-
vantageous. 

4.4 JBV Infrastructure 
For track maintenance, about ten goals (Jern-
baneverket 2004a) are formulated as track quality 
(affects travel comfort and risk of derailment), num-
bers of failures per km track, delays, and expenses. 
Infrastructure equipment-caused delay depends on 
downtime due to each failure, traffic volume, and 
mix, not only the number of failures. A low number 
of failures might indicate low traffic volume, but not 
necessarily high track availability. It does not reveal 
much when, e.g., investigating prospective train 
plans. However, comparing one’s number of failures 
with similar lines provides a motivating as well as 
realistic target to strive towards for rail infrastructure 
companies. 

Infrastructure failures are classified as either 
track, contact wire, or signalling. The length of delay 
caused by failures of either track or signalling has 
roughly the same mean and standard deviation, 
while contact wire has many more rather longer de-
lay times. (For freight in Norway 2003, the count, 
mean, and standard deviation of infrastructure-
caused train delay minutes were extracted from JBV 
database: track (86, 36.4, 60.0), signalling (751, 
26.2, 36.4), contact wire (223, 118.0, 153.6).) The 
number of contact wire failures probably indicates 
the delay quite inaccurately, and might be mislead-
ing when comparing, for example track sections. 
Failure causes in the JBV database were not classi-
fied entirely correctly, e.g. as maintenance-induced 
(e.g. due to track machine breakdown). Correct clas-
sification is important for action to be required from 
the appropriate stakeholder.  

4.5 Summary of the value chain 
The chain of requirement concerning punctuality of 
delivery is seen in Table 1 and Table 2. The bold 
outlined boxes contain requirements as found in the 
case study. The regular boxes contain the same re-
quirements, but formulated as “the other way 
around”. Table 1 shows the requirements formulated 
in an “availability” way, while Table 2 shows the 
corresponding requirements using a “failure-
analogue” performance measure. As seen from Ta-
ble 1 and Table 2, only one of the four stakeholders 

Time 

Place 

10 min

2 min



(JBV infrastructure) formulates its requirement in 
the latter way. To give a complete view of require-
ments a network would be needed, as some require-
ments also go in other directions, e.g. from TOC to 
JBV infrastructure. 

Table 1. A chain of requirements. Inside the bold outlined 
boxes are requirements as found in the case study. The other 
requirement is formulated by the authors. 

Stakeholder Requirement to stakeholder 

Norwegian Post 
Minimum 85% of Priority Class letters de-
livered over night (national average per cal-
endar month). 

CargoNet 90% of trains on time (< 1 min) to station 
(or customer’s) and unloading has begun. 

JBV – traffic divi-
sion 

90% of trains on time (< 5 min) to end sta-
tion. 

JBV – infrastructure 
division 

99.999% of functioning trains pass 10 km of 
track without contact wire problems per year 
(approximate). 

Table 2. A chain of requirements. Inside the bold outlined box 
is a requirement as found in the case study. The other require-
ments are formulated by the authors. 

Stakeholder Equivalent requirement 

Norwegian Post 

Maximum 15% Priority Class letters handed 
in on time still belong to ‘remaining post’ in 
the morning after (national average per cal-
endar month). 

CargoNet 
Train departure, underway transport and 
unloading delay totals  1 min for at most 
10% of trains. 

JBV – traffic divi-
sion 10% of trains  5 min late to end station. 

JBV – infrastruc-
ture division 

Contact wire < 0.2 failures giving opera-
tions difficulties per year and 10 km of 
track. 

5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

From the interview with the focus group, no addi-
tional dimensions of punctuality were found other 
than those already known from Nyström (2005). 
However, the group studied did emphasise punctual-
ity as being relative to an agreement (or expecta-
tion), not necessarily relative to a timetable. A multi-

tude of punctuality related expressions were used by 
the participants (no specific order): punctuality, in 
time agreed, according to decided timetable, right 
time, expected time, precision of delivery, satisfied-
customer-index (broader term?), punctual, delay 
minutes (opposite?), right time-minutes, delay, qual-
ity of traffic, arriving in time, and in time. Punctual-
ity as perceived by TOCs was more oriented towards 
customers’ punctuality, while other organisations re-
lated to asset reliability and causes of unpunctuality. 
A positive measure, thus avoiding delay minutes or 
the like, was sought by several participants. Fur-
thermore, the focus group interview revealed the 
themes, viz. information in advance concerning un-
punctuality and formal agreements versus expecta-
tions, were important. 

All stakeholders except the Post generally sub-
scribe to the view “punctual or not” without explic-
itly considering the length of delay to the end sta-
tion, though the costs incurred might vary with delay 
length. The meaning of delay was interpreted as not 
being punctual by most interviewees, even if its ex-
act interpretation was somewhat unclear. The stake-
holders’ definitions of punctuality differ slightly. 
CargoNet has a smaller tolerance than JBV Traffic, 
but its time includes the time to shunt the wagons to 
unloading. CargoNet considers unloading time for 
trains in their punctuality statistics, while JBV con-
siders trains to the end station. JBV infrastructure 
primarily measures number of failures. 

The word regularity was interpreted differently 
by the informants, meaning the share of punctual 
post, punctual trains, trains de facto run, or trains 
ready for departure at scheduled time. The conclu-
sion is that the ambiguous use of the word might be 
confusing in customer-supplier relations. Therefore, 
it is important to be clear when using the term regu-
larity, by either specifying it further or using other 
terms: e.g. “arrival punctuality of trains” or “fraction 
not cancelled trains”.  

The important term ‘cancelled train’ means the 
same, a train not travelling its planned route, for 
TOCs as well as JBV, though some informants were 
uncertain of the exact meaning of the phrase. Can-
celling a train and substituting it with (slow-going) 
buses, does not record as a delay. This might lead to 
not enough prioritising preventive maintenance of 
equipment that causes cancellations (i.e. with long 
time to repair). That there is only one step in the in-
centive scheme, might further contribute to this. 
Keeping records of, and setting goals for, time to re-
pair might facilitate benchmarking and thus im-
provement of track availability. Declaring the share 
of trains cancelled when reporting punctuality 
should be encouraged. It is important to infrastruc-
ture maintainers to know from TOCs when they 
cancel trains (or will run early), as this leaves main-
tainers with the advantage of having longer, con-
tinuous track access. 



The measure punctuality to the end station aggre-
gates the effect of infrastructure failure, TOC failure, 
and the amount of slack time in the time table, mak-
ing the individual effect difficult to distinguish. The 
underway delay measure is useful when investigat-
ing what happens due to infrastructure failures on a 
certain track section. It facilitates learning where to 
improve track availability, e.g. by shortening pre-
ventive maintenance intervals or striving for faster 
repair. By also investigating variation in transport 
time on underway distances, a discussion on slack 
issues important to punctuality might be facilitated. 
Investigation is today hampered by the limited ac-
cess to reliable underway train delay data.  

Few requirements were tied to penalties. To the 
Post: 85% of Priority Class Letters in time (and 
some other products always in time). To CargoNet: 
trains being not more than 30 min late. JBV infra-
structure has to pay TOC’s alternative transport if it 
carries out train hindering track works not agreed 
upon. Penalties rank the associated requirement 
higher and give it priority. Only unpunctuality 
caused by track works, not for example failures, are 
penalized. An incentive scheme for failure-induced 
delays would make the economic incitement chain 
more complete. 

No stakeholder has a performance regime for 
“track and trace” (information on location, speed, 
etc., of goods, carrier, or vehicle), possibly due to 
difficulties in implementing it or satisfaction with 
current information. Prognoses of JBV infrastructure 
on failure remediation times are not entirely satisfy-
ing. When choosing maintenance method, the aver-
age time on track as well as its reliability should be 
considered. There is probably an improvement po-
tential for maintainers to give prognoses of repair 
time, thereby allowing JBV Traffic, CargoNet, and 
the Post to give good estimations of arrival times. 

Few requirements were quantified, even where 
they lend themselves to quantification. Quantifying 
requirements are especially important when dealing 
with requirements that are contradictory. An exam-
ple is the wish to have a robust timetable as well as 
small allowances and margins. Another example is 
planned delays due to planned maintenance activi-
ties (has quantified goal), possibly opposing the 
wish to have high track utilisation (lacks quantified 
goal). 

A requirement might be proactive or reactive. A 
proactive requirement indicates that measures should 
be taken to attain a certain desirable consequence (or 
avoid an undesirable). To have proactive require-
ments was considered important by the focus group, 
e.g., when not entirely so, was safety inspections 
made by the railway inspectorate. Who should act 
and how they should act to improve was also con-
sidered important. 

There is no quantification of track uptime, needed 
to provide the link between track failure and train 

delay and hence, estimate the consequences of pro-
spective traffic changes. 

The temporal dimension of requirements shows 
that most requirements are only measured using lag 
indicators (outcome measures), i.e. they tell the past 
(see Kumar & Ellingsen 2000), making analysis of 
prospective actions more difficult. A requirement for 
the size of the maintenance backlog would be proac-
tive, as it indicates to keep the track in good condi-
tion (i.e. high probability of functioning) and how 
much track time maintenance will need to occupy 
the track, thus facilitating the planning of traffic and 
maintenance, and higher punctuality. 
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ABSTRACT 
A procedure to systematically find actions to improve punctuality concerning railway infrastructure, and 
giving the greatest improvement is illustrated. The transports of a company producing steel slabs in one 
factory and performing rolling in another are investigated. Reliable transports between plants are crucial 
to market competitiveness. The transport chain of steel slabs is described and the distance by train is 
investigated regarding punctuality, transportation times and causes for lack of punctuality. Pros and cons 
of the procedure employed and ways to improve punctuality are discussed, including infrastructure 
maintenance. 

INTRODUCTION 
The railway industry is in a state of transition, with new stakeholders emerging and old ones having to 
adjust to their new environment. The restructuring of the Swedish railway began in 1989 with the 
partition of Swedish State Railway (SJ) into the infrastructure manager Banverket and separate Train 
Operating Companies (TOCs) for passengers and freight.  

Transport customers require ever-shorter transport times and higher punctuality. The railway industry also 
tries to improve performance by increasing train lengths and axle loads. Punctuality is influenced by 
several stakeholders and factors. The goods should be in place when the train is bound for departure, the 
engine and wagons should function and the driver is to be on time. The railway infrastructure manager 
has to provide a highly reliable infrastructure. A delayed train meeting another train at a single track, 
forces one of the trains to wait at a siding, possibly leading to even more delays. Train traffic controllers 
who try to minimize the spread of disruptions manage prioritizing between different trains. Hence, freight 
customer behaviour, TOC equipment and personnel, planning and scheduling of train traffic, and 
infrastructure maintenance all influence punctuality. Weather significantly influences punctuality, e.g. 
slippery rails due to moisture and leaves.  

SSAB produces steel slabs at its Luleå steel factory and performs rolling at its Borlänge mill. In Luleå, 
the carbon fraction of the crude steel is reduced and alloying elements are added to charges of 100 tonnes. 
The floating steel is then cast cold in a continuous process, with slabs of approximately 20 tonnes being 
cut. In Borlänge, the slabs are rolled according to the customer’s specifications. The rail transports are 
internal to the company, though the distance between the facilities is some 1,000 km.  

The purpose of this paper is twofold - to describe and analyse circumstances affecting steel train 
punctuality and give suggestions for improvement. A detailed analysis of the root causes of unpunctuality 
is, however, not performed. It is also to discuss the feasibility of the procedure employed. 

mailto:nystrom@ltu.se


CONCEPTS AND DEFINITIONS 
In this section, some important concepts and definitions of this paper are briefly presented. 

Punctuality is defined as the extent to which arrival and departure correspond to times agreed upon 
between certain stakeholders, e.g. SSAB, the TOC Green Cargo and Banverket.  

Delay is understood as a negative deviation from timetable, i.e. the train lags. The term delay minutes
denotes the length of this deviation at a specific place. A train traversing a specific distance, e.g. between 
two stations, receives an extra delay, e.g. a train lagging schedule 7 minutes when entering the distance 
and 17 when leaving it, has received an extra delay of 10 minutes. 

A train number is a reserved train path in the timetable. 

METHOD
Transports were investigated to facilitate the description and analysis of the transport chain. The units 
investigated were primarily the steel train in its entirety, as well as the goods transported and the 
information flow. The first reflects the focus on infrastructure, the latter the customer focus.  

Empirical data was collected by interviews and documentation. Statistics related to punctuality played an 
important role. The procedure proposed here follows the steps 1-7, and from symptoms to causes. 

1. Choose train to investigate. 
2. Establish relation between unpunctuality cost and unpunctuality. 
3. Establish relation between punctuality and deviations. 
4. Establish relation between deviations and availability as well as deviations and train plan. 
5. Establish relation between low availability and its causes. 
6. Establish improvement potential.  
7. Seek remedies with large improvement potentials. 

This paper primarily discusses steps 1-4, and touches on 5-7. 

A Few Aspects of the Problem
Rieckenberg (2004) noticed the low average speed, 22-23 km/h, of a system train from Ruhr to Finland, 
where, e.g. long stops at a shunting yard and borders, contributed to this. Harris & Ramsey (1994) 
employed network simulation to assess the effect of different infrastructure failures to the London 
underground, though they did not investigate the probability of different types of failures. Higgins, Kozan 
& Ferreira (1995) carried out simulations by altering the probabilities of different delay causes, e.g. 
specified as the probability of delay per train-km. Kaas (2000) calibrated a simulation model using the 
Danish database on train delays between stations. From these works, it is understood that to improve 
punctuality, an overall understanding of the transport, the probabilities of failures, their effects and 
causes, and computations, are all needed.  

Validity
The steel train, travelling back and forth between two fixed places, being heavy (appr. 100 tonnes/wagon, 
equating 25 tonne axle load and totalling ca 2,400 tonnes) and short (500-600 m), should represent a 
rather common type of transport. The results should be able to by generalised to other similar kinds of 
transport.

Databases used
The databases used were Banverket’s TFÖR, Ofelia, Bessy and BIS. TFÖR registers occurred train traffic 
including causes of delay, though mostly symptoms are registered. Ofelia describes infrastructure failures. 
TFÖR and Ofelia recordings differ slightly in some cases, e.g. the place of delay might be given as one or 
two stations apart, wrong direction given or the failure being registered the next day. Data is arranged 
according to timetable adjustments, e.g. timetable period T04.1 covers the half-year June 13, 2004 – Jan 



8, 2005. MAPS is a tool for investigating TFÖR data. (MAPS uses the term negative delay to denote a 
train lagging schedule and positive delay for a train ahead of schedule.) BIS is the railway infrastructure 
asset register. 

RESULTS 
Findings from the transport of Figure 1 are presented here. The transport is initially presented, followed 
by the transport preparatory in Luleå when loading the wagons, the transport underway, collecting in 
Borlänge and the empty wagons back to Luleå. Observations considered interesting are further discussed 
in the next section. 

Figure 1. The steel commuter train traverses a route of approximately 1,000 km between coastal Luleå 
and Borlänge in central Sweden. It might be changed due to track works, using a different route in the 
railway network.  

Identifying train to investigate
Identifying train to investigate is the first step of the procedure. The Steel commuter has been running 
since early 1980s. Nowadays, three or four trains run daily in each direction. The train number of the train 
changes between even and odd in Boden, a major railway hub, some 30 km from Luleå. Train rerouting 
due to planned track works causes a change of train number in, historically, a non-systematic fashion. 
One has to be aware of this when investigating, e.g. punctuality ratios. The MAPS database lists the Steel 
commuter train numbers for most of the recent timetables.  

The trip between Luleå and Borlänge requires about 16 hours in each direction. The departure times are 
unevenly distributed over the day. 

In Luleå
The wagons are loaded with the ordered slabs, weighting about 20 tonnes apiece. The overhead crane 
operator tries to come as close as possible to the maximum allowed train weight. The slabs are stored 
indoors and outdoors.

When the train is registered in the computer as loaded, SSAB employees then drive it to the Luleå railway 
station. Here, Green Cargo takes over to inspect the train by visually inspecting the wagons including 
ensuring the slabs are properly positioned, checking for damages, e.g., to flaps (probably caused when 
loading/unloading), listen for wheel damages (probably caused under-way) and conduct a brake test. 
However, some types of wheel damages are not detected. After the inspection, the train is reported ready 
for departure. The trains leave from Luleå station 4.25, 8.15, 11.57 and 21.00 (for train numbers 9100, 
9102, 9104, and 9106). The scheduled departures from SSAB Luleå vary between 2 and 3.5 h before.



Slab wagons go loaded southbound to Borlänge and unloaded northbound, whereas dedicated coil wagons 
travel empty to Borlänge and then loaded with coils northbound for coating at the Luleå factory. The 
wagons are a mix of new and old vehicles, some leased, some owned. 

Statistics show nearly constant times from when the train is reported ready for departure to actual 
departure, implying honest reporting. Train number 9100 and 9102 had the worst departure punctuality 
last year, calculated as the sum of (negative) delay minutes. This is further illustrated in Figure 2 for 
timetable period T03.2 (Dec 14, 2003 – June 12, 2004). Lagging trains departure delays in minutes are 
added up for each combination of train number and day of week.  

Figure 2. Sum of departure delays from Luleå on day of week and train number (negative delay minutes, 
timetable period T03.2; only major train-numbers are shown).  

The large sum of delays for 9100 on Thursdays might be explained by the late arrival of 9117 on 
Wednesdays, as its wagons are needed for building departing trains. However, the delay minutes of 9100 
on Thursdays consists of only three delays longer than a few minutes, one of which occurred even as 
9117 arrived ahead of schedule. The departure of 9102 on Fridays also records many delays minutes, but 
spread over more trains (14 out of 26) and with a lower standard deviation of length of (negative) delays, 
without any explanation being found here either. Recorded major delay causes, ‘Extra shunting’ and 
‘Vehicle’, only explain the delays somewhat. The 9106’s good departure punctuality in Figure 2 conceals 
the fact its arrival time distribution is a wide as for the other train-numbers – it simply departs, on 
average, before scheduled time. Aggregated, Wednesdays and Thursdays are the best weekdays 
concerning Luleå departure punctuality, 9100 being an exception.  

Located near the Luleå station, the EuroMaint facility performs wagon maintenance. A cause for late 
departure is when maintained wagons from EuroMaint are still incorrectly registered as faulty in the 
database, and Green Cargo shunting personnel attempt to feed the wagon order of the newly built train 
into the computer. This forces them to shunt the wagon out of service, possibly causing delay. 
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Punctuality – delay relationship
Departing before or on schedule correlates with arriving on time, although trains on time might receive 
underway delays. Figure 3 shows a representative correlation for each of the four major southbound train-
numbers. Train 9106-9107 begins as 9106 and changes train number in Boden. Trains departing and 
arriving early are plotted in first quadrant, including one departing from Luleå nearly 200 minutes ahead 
of schedule and arriving some 50 minutes ahead of schedule. From the data, trains departing 5 minutes or 
more after schedule lower their probability of arriving on schedule from approximately 40% to 30%. 
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Figure 3. Arrival delay at Borlänge as a function of departure delay in Luleå. Negative minutes mean 
lagging schedule (main Steel commuter trains during T03.2).  

Underway
The train passes through the shunting yard and suburban areas, heading for Boden, where turning of the 
train is to take place. The deviations from scheduled departing times from Luleå station and arriving at 
Boden C are correlated in Figure 4, showing how important it is to depart on time in order to arrive on 
time (the correlation coefficient is more than 0.8).  

Figure 4. Deviation from scheduled arrival time at Boden C as a function of deviation from scheduled 
departure time from Luleå (T04.1). 

Further investigation shows the first part, from Luleå to Gammelstad, but not return, to have a large 
variation in travel time, possibly due to the heavy trains, with slightly different weights and wagon mixes 
(new and old) as well as failures. A detector for damaged wheels forces Steel commuter trains with, e.g. 
shelling, to stop at the Gammelstad siding. The driver is informed by train traffic control which wheel 
axle/s caused the alarm, and then goes to inspect, possibly plodding through deep snow in the dark. The 
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driver then informs train traffic control if the wheel is considered faulty, but is not allowed to shunt the 
defective wagon single-handedly, and must call for workshop personnel from Luleå.  

Statistics on the TFÖR delay cause ‘Detector alarm damaged wheel’ show the detector to indicate 
damaged wheels during the winter season, i.e. November until February. The TFÖR delay attribution 
code ‘Extra shunting’ was alternatively used, while the lengths of delay times do not give reason to reject 
these codes being used interchangeably. ‘Detector alarm damaged wheel’ was found exclusively on trains 
from Luleå, i.e. loaded trains. The use of the “Extra shunting” code might conceal some damaged wheels 
coming to Luleå, though the code probably describes the consequence of alarms from the hot box & 
faulty brake detector, located between Gammelstad and Boden. When a train with damaged wheels has 
passed, the track is to be inspected manually by track maintenance personnel, thus delaying other traffic. 
Approximately 20 trains a year are coded as having damaged wheels.  

The communication of train drivers suffers from partly bad coverage and the telephones inside the engine 
being fixed, making it difficult to report, e.g. damaged wheels, and immediately allowing for promptly 
deployment of assistance. Whether to report decoupled wagons to both train traffic control and Green 
Cargo operations control centre seemed unclear to one driver.  

In Figure 5, the relative deviation (min/km) is shown for the train 9107, with other trains being quite 
similar (the box in the figures contains 50% of the number of values, the median is denoted by the vertical 
line and the average by a cross, the left whisker is drawn from the lower quartile to the smallest point 
within 1.5 interquartile ranges from the lower quartile). For example, the transport Åsträsk to Lobboträsk, 
the average 9107 train runs faster than scheduled. However, the Steel commuter trains are generally 
equally spanned on both sides of 0. Notable is also the large variation shown at Tväråbäck (i.e. time from 
departure from Hällnäs to departure from Tväråbäck) and Vallsta-Bollnäs. The Karsjö trains often depart 
some 20-30 minutes ahead of schedule, due to planned, but not occurring, meetings. However, such non-
meetings are not coded in the TFÖR database, although they are deviations from schedule.  

Figure 5. Deviations from scheduled transport time (min/km) of departure from one station to departure 
from the next. Here, a southbound train is shown (9107, T04.1). (Kälarne’s and Ljusdal’s deviations are 
relative to preceding stations, not shown here.)  

Note times in Figure 5 include large positive deviations from scheduled times (non-occurred meeting/s or 
the like), large negative deviations (delays caused by, e.g., infrastructure failure where only a delay of at 
least 5 minutes is coded) and small deviations, positive or negative. These might be caused by, e.g., minor 
rolling stock problems, varying climate conditions, a train ahead that has cleaned the rail, low voltage and 
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bad track conditions. Furthermore, driving styles vary between Steel commuter drivers, e.g. concerning 
settings and whether or not to always run at speeds close to ATC (Automatic Train Control) intervention. 
Looking for animals or pedestrians further contributes to the variation. The latter might be lowered by, 
e.g., removing pedestrian crossings too close to road crossings, such as one in Falun. How much variation 
is due to such factors still remains to be established, as filtering out trains and stations where no cause of 
delay has been recorded is not always straightforward. However, filtering delays of 5 minutes or longer 
leaves the ranking of variation between stations practically unaltered, see Figure 6, though transportation 
time to Boden S gets a relatively wider distribution and Bollnäs narrower. Such filtering should show 
how hard the distance is to drive, rather than effect from failures. The distribution of transport time for a 
specific train, as in Figure 5, might be used when timetabling.  
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Figure 6. Transportation time deviations, delays of five minutes or more excluded (9107, T04.1). 

The fastest possible train could be calculated by using the shortest time on each distance between stations. 
When doing so (with train 9107, T04.1), about a 200-minute shorter transport time is at least possible, or 
if viewed the other way, the timetable has a slack of 200 minutes. However, one should be aware that 
about 40 minutes of this is due to certain drivers not using their right to a meal break at Ljusdal. Hällnäs-
Tväråbäck and Tväråbäck-Vännäs have among the largest deviations per km. Hällnäs-Tväråbäck 
deviations are explained by non-occurring meetings. However, Vännäs performs manual reporting. A few 
minutes incorrectly reported on this short distance might lower the deviation per km considerably, though 
the absence of unbelievable (positive) values indicates train-registering dispatchers to be careful.  

If timetable is important to punctuality, the weekday should matter, since the surrounding traffic is tabled 
on a day of week-basis. Trains 9101, 9105, 9107 and especially 9103 often had short travel times on 
Saturdays, while 9105 had short times on Thursdays, Fridays and Sundays. Train 9101’s substitute 19101 
had no good days, while 19103 had short times on Monday, Wednesday, Friday and Saturday. (T04.1. 
The linking of train numbers, e.g. 9100 with 9101, is not supported in MAPS. Therefore, Boden instead 
of Luleå was checked to avoid bulky work. Instead of Borlänge, close Ornäs was checked.)  

Localisation of delay causes
The sum of extra delays for a given Steel commuter trip should equal the delay at the end station. 
However, as extra delays are registered only if they reach at least five minutes between stations and as the 
train might go faster than scheduled, exact equivalence should not be anticipated. A comparison between 
delays to the end station and accumulated extra delays along the route is made slightly more difficult by 
data gaps. However, as an indication, the correlation between the sum of extra delays (Boden C-
Borlänge) and delay at Borlänge is 0.94 for all Steel trains combined (T02.2). The sum of extra delays 
mainly explains the arrival delay, but this might not be the case when considering individual train 
numbers. The places where delays occur most often (top five) are quite stable over the years, though the 
values vary. 



Figure 7 shows the delay causes Train meet, Train passes and Train ahead for Steel trains from Borlänge 
to Luleå, i.e. delays caused by other trains. Such delays occur dominantly at Borlänge, Långsele and 
Tväråbäck. In general, delays occur there and in Boden. Note that 9116 receives numerous delays (23, 
ranging from 5-34 minutes) in Bastuträsk, mostly due to meetings. 

Figure 7. Delays caused by other trains to Steel commuter trains from Borlänge to Luleå (T02.1-T02.2). 

Also delays coded ‘Rerouting’ might be caused by other trains, e.g. when southbound trains occasionally 
are rerouted via Ånge station in order to change drivers, due to other trains being delayed, requiring about 
10 minutes.  

In Borlänge
As rolling at the Borlänge mill dominantly uses stocked steel slabs and some 20% goes directly from train 
to production, a buffer for variations of train arrival time is available. A small delay (roughly 30 min) is 
considered perfectly normal, though when approaching 5-8 h, the current run might be shortened or 
production orders cancelled. The same is true for repeated delays of shorter durations. Late delivery of 
slabs to be rolled means a lack of slabs for this run and implies more frequent set-ups than otherwise, 
including a decreased utilization time of rollers before disposal and thus lowered production time. 
However, no production diary revealing the time or causes for (early) change of rollers is maintained. 
However, more delay costs exist, such as slabs are being delayed, becoming colder and thus requiring 
more energy to reheat, or when people are more prone to accidents when unloading in a hurry.

Relation between unpunctuality cost and unpunctuality 
Calculating the cost of unpunctuality from step 2 in the proposed method is not obvious. From an SSAB 
production point of view, long delays (more than some 5 hours) should be avoided. The loss as a function 
of delay is, however, difficult to assess. One should also be aware of that drastically improved punctuality 
might enable SSAB to transport a greater share of slabs directly from train to production, without passing 
the stock and thus minimising handling. SSAB uses the wagon circulation time, with a goal of 3.5 days, 
as a good measure of the capital used for transport. Green Cargo presents the percentage of trains on time 
plus tolerances to measure performance. 
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Punctuality and related figures 
The arrival punctuality to Borlänge of all Steel commuter trains over the last 2.5 years is given in Figure 
8, showing deviations (negative minutes mean train arrives after timetable, positive before). T04.1 
denotes the half-year timetable ending January 8, 2005. 
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Figure 8. Deviation (minutes) from scheduled arrival time at Borlänge for Steel commuter trains the last 
five timetable periods. Negative minutes mean lagging train.

When studying the individual trains in T04.1 (or any of the periods), a larger variation exists between 
train numbers than between timetable periods, see Figure 8-Figure 9 and Figure 12-Figure 13. (Train 
19105 is an exception, as it had a much larger variance during T03.1 than T04.1. However, the number of 
19105 trains was low, 19 during T03.1.) 
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Figure 9. Arrival at Borlänge for different train numbers (timetable period T04.1).

In Figure 10, arrival punctuality at Borlänge is shown per day of week, illustrating Friday and Saturday to 
have the best average, but a large spread.  
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Figure 10. Arrival punctuality at Borlänge per day of week.  

From Borlänge
Departure delays, seen as negative delay minutes, throughout the week are summarised in Figure 11. As 
opposed to Luleå departure, the punctuality is roughly equal during the weekdays and improves 
considerably Saturdays and Sundays due to a lower share of delayed trains (the number of trains is only 
slightly lower during the weekends). This is possibly because the best arrival punctuality at Borlänge is 
Fridays and Saturdays, as seen in Figure 10. 

Figure 11. Departure punctuality from Borlänge for Steel commuter trains, from Monday to Sunday 
(T04.1, negative delay minutes).  

Back in Luleå
De-icing might be carried out at a facility at Luleå station before the wagons are decoupled from the 
engine, coupled to another engine and driven to SSAB by its personnel. De-icing requires two employees 
and around 1.5 h. The decision to de-ice or not might be taken in Boden, where the driver is to check the 
train’s braking ability after turning the train, or after on arrival to Green Cargo’s facility in Luleå. 
However, this requires returning to the de-icing facility. Furthermore, Green Cargo work shifts begin up 
to 1 hour before the train is scheduled to arrive, but since the trains might arrive earlier, wagons might 
remain untouched over the change of shifts.  

De-iced wagons make it easier for (Green Cargo) personnel to inspect the wagons, as ice does not cover 
e.g. the block brakes. Two people carry out the inspection, one on each side. When available, one assists 
indoors by radio, feeding inspection data into the computer. Allowing faulty wagons to continue to SSAB 
incurs problems later on. 
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The computer’s scheduled maintenance scheme informs how close each wagon is to scheduled 
maintenance time as 1-2-3. It was unclear how close to the deadline the wagons are actually left to 
maintenance. Probably the best “yellow light” (i.e. step 2) is one route left to step 3.  

Arrival in Luleå, see Figure 12, might be considered slightly better than arrival in Borlänge (Figure 8), 
considering the better average of arrival punctuality, although the outliers are numerous.  
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Figure 12. Deviation (minutes) from scheduled arrival time at Luleå for all Steel commuter trains, the last 
five half-year long timetable periods. 

In Figure 13 the arrival to Luleå is shown (T04.1). 

Figure 13. Arrival at Luleå for different train numbers (T04.1).

Statistics show 9117 (scheduled arrival at Luleå station 13.15) to have the lowest punctuality if calculated 
as the sum of (negative) delay minutes, see Figure 14. The sum of deviation minutes from the schedule is 
the largest (“most positive”), indicating this train to have the best punctuality. Which measure to choose 
depends on how one assess arriving ahead of schedule. Probably fixed works shifts and iron ore trains 
also arriving to Luleå and SSAB, advocates the first view.  
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Figure 14. Sum of delay minutes of arrival to Luleå on train number. Train 9117 is the worst performer 
(T04.1).

For Green Cargo to be able to report the train content on arrival, the individual wagons and the train have 
to be cleared from the departure station, which is not always the case. Such computer reporting related 
problems are common. Also, database maintenance occurs every night between Saturday and Sunday, and 
sometimes at other times, possibly forcing data entering to occur at inappropriate times.  

It is understood from the above that the overall performance of the train transport process is quite stable 
over time, but that the punctuality differs considerably between train numbers. Since the infrastructure 
and rolling stock are the same, the timetable might explain the punctuality differences.  

Overall identification of delay causes
Identification of causes for low availability and identification of failures suffers from the fact that root 
causes of delays are often not easy uniquely identifiable (Nyström & Kumar, 2003). The investigation 
here is limited to a first glance at infrastructure equipment reliability in order to get a grasp on potential 
for improvement. 

Figure 15 shows failure rates for some asset types. The failure frequencies are given as failures per year 
and item or as both failures per year and metre item.  
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Figure 15. Failure frequency of certain assets on steel commuter’s line compared to the Swedish national 
average. The three leftmost asset types are given here as yearly failures per item, and turnout as both 
yearly failures per turnout and per metre turnout. (Number of failures is for the year 2002, data on assets 
from 2005.) 

Due to the limited time span (the year 2002) the failure rates shown in Figure 15 must be seen only as 
indicative. Balises have about the same failure frequency on the Steel commuter’s line, as the national 
average. The difference from the national average for detector failure rate might be explained by 
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misclassifications, referring to earlier discussion. Which measure is appropriate to a certain type of 
equipment is sometimes not clear-cut, e.g. whether to use number of turnouts or turnout length. The latter 
may be more appropriate as longer turnouts should have higher failure rate, due to more components and 
higher train speeds. The turnout failure rate is about twice national average. The quotient being the same 
whether considering number of turnouts or turnout length, simply reflects that, on average, steel 
commuter’s turnouts are as long as the national average. There is probably room for improvement here.  

Focussing in on parts of the Steel commuter’s line further shows that auxiliary power has too few failures 
along route (35) to be meaningful for comparison on a finer scale. Concerning detectors, the wheel 
damage detector close to Gammelstad is the most prone to failure. The track sections between Bollnäs 
and Storvik have the highest turnout failure rates per track section. (Track section is an administrative 
division of track of, in this case, approximately 50 km in length). Problems occur mainly during winter 
and hit turnout heating and control devices.  

The employed BIS asset register only stores the most recent configuration, so when assets have been 
removed or added, estimation errors of failure rates of asset types are introduced. Data gaps also need to 
be considered. When studying individual failure events, item identification is sometimes lacking in 
Ofelia. 

Aspects to consider when performing a deeper comparison are the impacts on reliability from asset 
model, age, modifications, maintenance and traffic. The performance of corrective maintenance, e.g. time 
to repair, also needs to be investigated, in order to give a more complete picture on availability.  

DISCUSSION 
The Steel commuter’s punctuality might in some cases be improved using technically simple means. An 
example is to plainly prevent trains or wagons not reported as ready from moving in order to avoid 
problems later on.

Instead of catching faulty wheels with the wheel damage detector in Notviken when heading loaded from 
Luleå, it is better to do so when the train is unloaded, i.e. heading for Luleå. All measurement data from 
the detector are registered in a database, but real time access to these data requires awkward 
reprogramming of a dedicated computer. The detector system’s built-in ‘ratio high’ alarm mode is 
probably worth employing next winter to allow the TOC to take such wagons out of service.  

Track and trace information on steel slabs is needed both by SSAB Luleå and Borlänge. If SSAB knows 
which slabs there are on wagons decoupled due to e.g. damaged wheels, they could decide whether SSAB 
Luleå should produce extra (expensive if only one slab out of a charge is needed), cumbersomely retrieve 
the specific kind of steel from outdoor stock or wait until the wagon is repaired. The sooner SSAB knows, 
the more economical decisions might be made. Train driver reports of de-coupled wagons to train traffic 
control might be automatically forwarded to Green Cargo and SSAB.  

A small delay might be caused by e.g. different driving styles, while longer delays might be caused by 
malfunctioning equipment, e.g. turnouts. The common cause of very long delays might be bad weather. 
The different causes of delay have to be dealt with separately. Variation in running time between stations 
makes scheduled times longer and also hinders others from using the track, even if it does not count as 
delays. Small variations might be due to minor engine problems, driving styles, slight lowering of 
overhead voltage because of simultaneous trains, track condition and weather. The effect of the change to 
new wagons remains to be investigated. Probably it means fewer wagon failures as well as less variation 
of travel time at current high variation distances. 

When the train is back in Luleå, de-icing is important to allow for inspections of wagons and hence 
reduce rolling stock failures. At present, trains might not be de-iced if, for example, they arrive close to 



change of shifts. The driver might decide already in Boden whether to de-ice or not, as he checks the 
train’s braking, in order to speed up the procedure.  

Throughout this paper, different views of (un)punctuality have been illustrated, showing that care is 
needed when comparing punctuality figures. A diverse and to some extent contradictory vocabulary, e.g. 
MAPS’s term “negative delay” (a delay is always negative, isn’t it?), makes it more difficult to discuss 
aggregated data, and one should be sure to use common terminology when making new software, reports 
etc. 

Punctuality terms used by Green Cargo are departure and arrival punctuality with tolerance. The former is 
good to use, as it affects arrival punctuality. Arrival punctuality is hard to assess. SSAB uses the 
circulation time for wagons as an indicator. It is a good measure of tied-up capital and punctuality, but it 
is important to calculate it.  

Regarding the proposed method, the first step, to identify the train to investigate, is somewhat weighed 
down by current MAPS database layout, not coupling train numbers to trains. On a macroscopic scale, 
this might tempt to misleading calculations of quality indices, e.g. counting train numbers instead of 
trains.

The second step, calculating unpunctuality cost as a function of unpunctuality, needs data on steel 
production carried out, something that is not recorded today.  

The third step considers the relation between unpunctuality and deviations. To use extra delays as 
prioritising grounds for removing causes of delay is relevant when trains in general are considered, but for 
individual train numbers it might not. However, focusing on arrival punctuality and capital tied up in e.g. 
wagon circulation, also allows the timetable to be discussed, i.e. timeliness and train meeting issues.  

The fourth step is to identify the impact from the train plan on deviations. A deviation is when the train is 
off schedule. However, extra time is built-into the timetable as slack, e.g. on the southernmost part of the 
route regarding southbound trains. Therefore, it is better to study deviations from scheduled travel times 
between stations. The TA analysis tool might be used to check the stability of the timetable, and its range 
of application should therefore be extended beyond the current past three months of data.  

The fifth and subsequent steps seek to eliminate causes for low availability. Delay attribution typos and 
inconsistent coding practices, as was exemplified in association with the detector alarm, possibly coded 
‘Extra shunting’, make identification of causes more difficult and unreliable. One way to possibly 
improve uniformity is now suggested. When a cause of delay is fed into the database, it becomes 
accessible to train responsible persons and punctuality analysts. When the train responsible person 
encounters a doubtful delay attribution, he/she discusses it with the analyst. The train responsible persons 
and a rule-based filter save the analyst from information overload of delay causes. This filter detects 
possible anomalies, e.g. using a code reserved for passenger trains for a freight train or attributing delay 
to a track work, though the train was late to the place of work. The initial set of rules is probably best 
designed by a national group of analysts, discussing delay attribution codes and their meanings. Train 
responsible persons need tools to follow their trains in close to real time as well as to be able to present 
data for longer periods. It is suggested the latter is done in a standardised way, at least at train traffic 
control centre level, and following trains to investigate causes of delay is the day-to-day work of this 
person. As train responsible persons are familiar with the dispatcher’s screen, rerunning delay events in 
such a simulator might facilitate breaking down of events to find the actual cause. (The data is available 
in databases.)



Availability of infrastructure equipment differ between the route studied and national average, but it 
remains to investigate whether this reflects a hidden improvement potential or is entirely due to e.g. 
higher traffic load.  
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